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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to explore how values and emotional engagement impact
well-being in Self-Service-Technology (SST). By employing methods of roleplay during
a multiple case study, the narrative is visually documented and analysed through
service design and social-science research tools. Previous studies indicate that the
amount of value creation impacts service quality. This study proves that even though
value creation is the fundamental foundation of services, it is the emotional engagement
and how it is managed that leaves the highest impact on well-being. Quality of
engagement has more accurately echoed the nature of the case narratives. Hence,
attention to the engagement rhythm, creating services that encourage personal
empathic interactions, and providing support through naturalness communication at
times of negative engagement may lead to loyalty. Combining methods of social
science research and service design has made the analysis approach quite demanding.
Defining the multiple-case boundaries has presented some complications. Results
indicate that human-agent empathic interactions can be regarded as an unattainable
luxury in the wake of airport digital transformation; nevertheless, the criteria of
engagement in learning and psychosocial well-being may be adopted to create effective
digital services. DesİQual is an instrument model synthesised from the classical
foundation of service marketing. For intangible services, the model can be utilised to
explore values, emotional engagement, and digital well-being. The original concept of
the door-to-door journey — combining air and ground transport through the use of
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) — can be an inevitable future scenario. Such concept has
been examined through the perception of multiple archetypes, and opportunities are
presented within the user experience map. The pattern and results of this study can be
very useful in the field of service marketing and education.
Keywords
Digital Well-Being, Service Quality, Service Design, Emotional Engagement,
Personalisation, Aviation, Distance Learning.
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1

Introduction
A record of failed airline companies was witnessed across the globe in the year

2019 (Frost, 2019), e.g., Thomas Cook and most recently Flybe. Though this can be
attributed to mergers from major airlines in order to survive a “bruitely competitive”
market (Slotnick, 2019), the question remains on how airline companies should maintain
positive customer relationships to withstand such a fickle marketplace. To mitigate this
phenomenon, one can only revert back to the essence of customer service, i.e., service
quality and engagement.

In marketing literature, customer satisfaction is driven by the perceived service
quality. The most significant weight of the “service functional qualities” is placed on the
interactions between human-personnel and customers “during” the consumption period
of the service (Grönroos, 1984, p. 8, 1985) and (Cronin, 1994; Ikechi, 2019; Mukhtar,
2017; Parasuraman, 1985; Rasyida, 2016). Accordingly, this research is situated within
the dimension of “functional features” during the day of aviation travel (e.g., Grönroos,
2001, 2007). As live-human-agent interactions diminish during service consumption,
and as Self Service Technology (SST) dominates the service environment of travel, how
can digital services maintain customer well-being ? In this context, the most appropriate
approach is to discover the circumstances that affect such an atmosphere and what
causes value-in-use — feeling accepted, appreciated on a personal level, and feeling
better off than before the service interaction began (Grönroos, 2008). Hence, qualities
that can develop personal value and appreciation are strongly associated with the
psychosocial well-being of the user (Ryff, 1995).

Concept models that were designed to measure the perceived quality in services
are no longer fully viable to measure the rapid digitisation of customer service in
aviation. Without reliable measurements, attempts to improve digital services can be
ineffective. In order to explore the necessary perception of the user’s emotional
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engagement throughout such noval changes, a modern synthesis to such existing
service quality models is needed.
1.1

Research Questions
1-

What values can be obtained during the door-to-door aviation journey ?

2-

What is the impact of values, digital well-being, and emotional
engagement on satisfaction and loyalty ?

3-

Negative engagement is inevitable; how can digital well-being mitigate and
promote positive emotional engagement ?

4-

MaaS combines transportation services into one digital solution. What is
the impact of MaaS on the quality of transport connectivity at Helsinki
Airport ?

Regardless of the digital interaction overload one might experience during travel,
the benefits of technology in non-human service assistants can not be denied (Jylkäs &
Rajab, 2018). In the midst of such an overwhelming digital environment, what values
have been met and what values have been neglected, and how can service providers
offer customer empathy and well-being ? Namely, what effect does emotional
engagement have on the perception of service quality. As an initiative approach, it is
necessary to discover the customer’s personal attributes — i.e., identity, goals and
needs. This can identify how well-being can be offered through journey. Service design
method tools are traditionally focused on addressing such attributes affecting the user.
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2

Background

2.1

What is Digital Well-Being ?

In general terms, well-being refers to the facilitation of a “good life” for a human
being; digital well-being is when a good life can be provided through the use of digital
technology and information channels (Burr, 2020). To manage issues of well-being,
offering measurements and improvements, a multifaceted approach is needed to
dissect the complexity of such concepts (e.g., Hargrave, 2006). The context of digital
well-being is to understand the behavioural aspects that can lead the individual to be
motivated and engaged. Namely, to create positive emotions through the use of
information technology (Amichai-Hamburger, 2009).

Positive emotional engagement is more probable when most of the following
psychosocial factors are experienced: 1- Self-acceptance: expression of identity online.
2- Environmental mastery: experiences that lead to learning achievements. 3- Positive
relationships: information-society and online support groups. 4- Purpose in life:
understand the psychographic behaviour of the user, e.g., needs and goals. 5- Personal
growth: allowing values to be created and exchanged, i.e., value-in-use. 5Automenomey: technology is able to facilitate a journey without the need of
live-human-agent interactions. When such factors are channelled through technology
interactions, contributing to an individual's contentment, digital well-being can be
achieved (Barak, 2008; Dierendonck, 2004; Ryff, 1995; Vasalou, 2008).

In perspective to digital services for transportation, well-being can majorly be
defined as the emotional engagement that leads to value, enjoyment and content
(Grönroos, 1984). However, unlike online social interactions and internet use where the
user is empowered to choose the time and place of interactions, in SST interactions
during the day of travel, time, location, and the spatial environment is rather limited and
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not in the control of the user (e.g., Barak, 2008). For example, social-anxiety can
threaten environmental mastery by creating a mental block, disrupting the quality of
digital interactions (Heuvel, 2012; Krashen, 1981). By understanding external matters
that can impact the traveler's experience, solutions to improve digital well-being can be
presented. One way of tackling these problems is by examining the individual's
personality, highlighting behavioural “psychographic” qualities as a predetermined to
digital well-being (Vasalou, 2008), e.g., the user’s lifestyle and seeked values (Zins,
1998).
2.2

Service Design for Digital Well-Being

The service design research approach is to place the individual's identity in the
forefront of problem solving. In disciplines such as marketing and education research, it
can be more common to start the focus on the demographic segment, community
groups, and culture (Cooper, 2011; Mukhtar, 2017). One the other hand, service design
starts with the foundation of knowing the identity of the user, i.e., a “customer centred”
approach (Miettinen, 2009). Understanding the psychological attributes of the user’s
identity allows service providers to know which psychosocial elements to personalise in
order to facilitate digital well-being. Hence, each user reflects distinctive behaviour
influenced by personality, seeked values, lifestyle, and the purpose of engaging with a
service. Such factors are what construct the behavioural “psychographic” profile of the
user (Zins, 1998).

Non-quantifiable qualities such as value, identity and emotions can be
complicated to measure. Psychosocial well-being can be overlooked when the
measuring system is unable to represent a comprehensible format of such attributes
(Burr, 2020). Service design tools are placed together as an “optimal” effort to visualise
the psychosocial construction of identity and offer solutions for well-being. “Positive
computing” is therefore possible when design is able to identify the individual's
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concerns, resolve problems and create new opportunities that lead to well-being (Burr,
2020, p. 12). When user psychographics are visually evidenced and accessible to all
stakeholders involved (Miettinen, 2009, p. 189), design can offer “mental filter systems”
that allow respective users to filter out unnecessary information in their digital media
experience (Stickdorn, 2012, p. 62). This creates a wider perspective to social science
research, approaching digital well-being in a contextual manner that can offer personal
significance to the user (Peters, 2018).

The more we are exposed to information technology the more it becomes a
burden to process such information; in order to facilitate the user with a level of
personalised interaction that can lead to well-being, the user must acquire some degree
of media literacy. In education, critical literacy and expressionism offers students bases
of filtration skills in media consumption, allowing important information to be brought in
perspective (McLaughlin, 2020). Therefore, thinking skills should be able to develop
literacy that is able to proficiently process information, turning information into
knowledge applicable to specific and unique situations (Cash, 2017). However, the
rapid shift towards digital societies has placed a greater burden for such skills to be
applied. Namely, it is likely that users are unable to catch up with literacy and
technology skills. For example, distance learning and telework can be counteractive
when the user is overexposed with a plethora of information. The requirement to interact
with such technology landscapes and the lack of critical and media literacy skills pose a
threat to digital well-being. As a solution, when SST interactions are capable of
identifying the user’s skill levels, technology tools through the digital experience (UX)
can bring into focus information that leads to positive action, lowering the risk of anxiety
and improving the user's knowledge (Burr, 2020). Moreover, when ethical matters of
data and privacy policies have been appropriately applied, personalisation can offer a
deeper layer of digital well-being; thus, spiritual elements such as vitality, happiness,
and self-esteem can furthermore be applied within the experience (Van Dierendonck,
2004).
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Spiritual elements can be vital to the success of service marketing. Digital
assistants and SST are unable to provide the same psychosocial attribute in
comparison to live human interactions. In other words, spiritual elements that are
associated with emotional values can prove to be more challenging to achieve without
the human-touch. This gap is important to address in the wake of the digital
transformation of aviation services. Service Design has revolutionised how marketing
research is approached by placing considerable attention to the user’s emotional state
— before, during and after the service — whereas traditional marketing research has
more often focused on what the customer says and does (e.g., Mukhtar, 2017); to offer
well-being, it is necessary to combine all aspects of the user’s actions, self-assessment
and “feelings” into the research sphere (Sanders, 2002).

Digital transformation of airport and airline companies has largely focused on
customer “reduction values” such as simplifying, speeding up the service process, and
lowering cost (Almquist, 2016). This is often performed through traditional marketing
research with quantitative statistics, generating a one-size-fits-all scheme (e.g.,
Mukhtar, 2017). In the past, human to human interactions allowed real-time vigilance on
customers’ behaviour and emotional engagement, placing the buyer and seller in more
frequent contact. This allowed research scholars to be more aware of the immediate
emotional effect of service interactions. However, in today’s perspective, the emotional
impact of service engagement has seldom been addressed following the digitization of
transport services. Thus, in self-service technology (SST), there is a need for current
research efforts to understand the customer as an individual, taking into account the
behavioural and emotional aspects driving the individual to engage with a service. This
is where the multidisciplinary approach of Service Design steps in. It evidences the
customer's emotions more profoundly. Researchers are able to step in the shoes of the
customer and learn first-hand how it feels to engage with digital services. Hence, design
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is to construct services that demonstrate spiritual elements such as validity,
meaningfulness and enjoyment (Miettinen, 2009; Stickdorn, 2012).
The service-provider aims for efficiency and market survival; therefore, marketing
statistics is important. Service design thinking brings both the customer’s qualitative
identity and the service-provider aims under one reconciled solution. Thus, all problems
are approached and solved by co-creation. Indisputably, this is a central pillar to the
foundation of service design, an essential philosophy to design thinking. Co-creation
encourages staff, executives, designers and the customer to discover and examine both
hidden and recurrent problems. Collaborative efforts offer innovative solutions to the
user’s well-being and optimise the service experience (Stickdorn 2012, p. 194). Thus,
rather than exclusively observing the customer in a statistical manner, service design
investigates the multi-dimensional and non-quantifiable attributes of psychosocial
well-being and the psychographic needs of the user.
2.3

Emotional Engagement for Environmental Mastery
Mastery is when the user has acquired enough skills to manage their immediate

environment (Ryff, 1995). Skills are developed through a learning experience; hence,
when service environments are to a certain degree educational and skills are
developed, the user is more likely to experience well-being and value. Emotional
engagement is a fundamental entity of how every human-being processes information
and learns (Cooper, 2011, p. 03). When observing the customer’s door-to-door journey
development, we notice that digital interactions are a series of learning processes. In
each of the journey stages, a skill can be developed or mastered. These interactions
can familiarise and promote adaptation to the service environment; hence, service
engagement can be designed as a learning process that offers knowledge each time
the user frequents the service. Familiarity ensures a smoother journey from which more
values can be attained with less obstacles to face. An effective journey is therefore one
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that transfers pain-points into a learning experience and allows the customer to solve
problems as they arise (Google, 2018).

Digital tools are constantly being introduced into current educational systems,
allowing users greater autonomy. The 21st Century educational scheme advocates
digital literacy, skills and problem solving. Thus, focusing on the personal experience
becomes vital. Propositions of emotional engagement in education can lead to the
mastery of service environments. Namely, user engagement is the root element of
learning (Burch, 2015), and emotions are the “heart” of an effective learning experience
(Hargreaves, 1998, p. 835; Taylor & Statler, 2014). Therefore, “emotional needs is what
will help address learning gaps, increase motivation to learn, and ultimately lead to a
rise in student achievement” (Cash, 2017, p. 16). Similarly, if environmental mastery is a
factor that contributes to an individual's contentment and psychosocial well-being (Ryff,
1995), then it is safe to conclude that emotional support is what leads to positive
engagement (Virtanen, 2015), and placing emotional engagement as a pillar to digital
interactions can increase well-being and learning achievement (Lee, H., 2012).
2.4

Digital Service Transformation
Today’s benefits of self service technology are astounding. Across many

industries such as travel, hospitality, medical-care and educational institutes, users are
submersed in the convenience of customisation, affordability, and accessibility of
services. Additionally, with the increased efficiency of service-technology and its
cost-effectiveness, service providers are rushing and competing towards digital
transformation (ACI, 2017; Dabholkar, 1996). Hence, In the span of two hundred years,
which started from simple analog vending machines, service-technology went from
providing customers with simple paper tickets to biometrically processing the
passenger’s journey (Biometrics, 2019). Most recently however, technology has gone
as far as “frictionless” grocery shopping where customers require absolutely zero
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interaction with any kind of machine or human-agent. They simply walk into the store,
grab their items and leave (Qikserve, 2018).

As a result of such realities, technology-ready societies are eagerly anticipating
to jump onto the wagon and indulge in digitally-driven services. For example, the nordic
region’s conception of digital literacy is embedded well within the educational system
from an early age (Leinonen, 2014; Tømte, 2018), all within the hopes to improve the
socio-cultural construction of individuals through the use of digital-media interactions.
As a consequence, the Nordic region ranks as EU’s “best-performing countries in
digitisation” with Finland taking the lead in digital public services (Harrie, 2018, p. 03).
Namely, over ninety percent of the Nordic population having access to internet-ready
smart devices. The top service categories purchased with such devices are events and
travel services, at 82 and 79 percent respectively. Nearly fifty percent have purchased
their public-transportation tickets via mobile devices (Malmlund, 2018, p. 38). Therefore,
it is safe to assume, because of consumers’ positive attitude and expectation towards
digitally based transportation services, SST services are likely to keep rising in the
Nordics (Dabholkar, 1996), increasing dependency on digital services.

Nevertheless, numerous studies have shown links between Information And
Communication Technology (ICT) with elevated levels of anxiety, depression and
psychological distress. In recent years, Human Computer Interactions (HCI) has offered
measurements of biometrics and stress related issues through the accelerometer of
smartphones, able to detect levels of occupational stress. Nevertheless, it is argued that
management of such automated processes and privacy concerns can lower the quality
of well-being (Burr, 2020). This can complicate matters of legislations towards ICT
policies, e.g., detecting users' stress levels in educational settings (Livingstone, 2009).
However, awareness of core matters affecting the user’s well-being can provide
researchers to promote security measures and future policies that enhance HCI (Burr,
2020, p. 19).
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To expand the spectrum of well-being, additional attributes of human biology
such as ergonomics, posture and vision must also be addressed in ICT usage. With
increased dependency on mobile devices, studies are projecting relationships between
poor health and problematic ICT usage (Panova, 2016). Consistent connections
between upper body pain and the duration of mobile device usage are evidently linked.
Negative strain on upper muscles and thumbs have been associated with holding
devices and using smaller sized interfaces (Budnick, 2017; Eason, 1991). Adding to
such growing concerns, “blue light” emitted from electronic screens can cause strain
and eye complications (Aparna, 2019). Travellers embarking on an air-travel journey are
subjected to excessive on-screen interactions through mobile applications, SST
machines and information consoles. In a life already filled with an alarming rate of ICT
usage, travellers are obligated to face additional electronic interactions in today's
service environments (e.g., ACI, 2017; Gheorghe, 2013, 2016). Such excessive
conditions can be recipes to user frustration and stress. Thus, SST research must
address such biological matters in order to maintain digital well-being.
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Figure 1: Airports racing for digital transformation, (ACI, 2017). In most airports across
the world, the direction of digital transformation seems to be taking shape towards
functional values. These values lack emphasis on positive emotional engagement. The
more a service journey becomes digitised, the harder it will be to ensure positive
engagement.
2.5

Developments in Self-Service Technology (SST)
To identify the role of technology in services, we must understand the user’s

needs and why it was important to measure quality from a customer’s perspective. In
the nineteen fifties, people started demanding more value to their products (Mukhtar,
2017). The paradigm of consumerism started shifting away from traditional goods
(tangible products) and more towards service oriented products (e.g. activity services).
Throughout the following thirty years, questions would arise in doctoral dissertations on
matters of service evaluation; and thus, the service marketing discipline was born
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(Mukhtar, 2017). In order to improve quality in a competitively emerging service market
(Grörnoroos, 1988), Grörnoroos (2007) argues that knowledge from a consumer's
perspective must lead the approach to quality evaluation. Hence, the nineteen eighties
witnessed marketing scholars debating the importance of customer-centered quality
models by the likes of Parasuraman (1985) and Grörnoroos (1984). Respectively, The
North American and the Nordic Schools of thought would become the most widely
adopted and established theories in service quality research (Polyakova, 2015; Seth,
2005). It is thus recommended that one of the schools would conceptualise the
framework of service research (Brady, 2001). Since both theories offer attributes that
compliment each other, to target the quality of SST interactions, a synthesis of both
schools can be the ideal backbone to a service framework (Dabholkar, 1996; Seth,
2005).
2.6

Media Education as a Service
Technology plays a pivotal role in media education. As we come to realise the

necessity of distance learning in the 21st century, it becomes apparent that education is
shifting to become primarily a self service affair. Quality of engagement is what defines
the experience. For instance, in a traditional learning environment, the experience is as
important as the content being taught (Mahoney, 2017). The rapid shift towards
distance learning can have its adverse effect when it is prematurely implemented.
Application of service quality models can transform traditional learning to a well
perceived virtual experience, defining the impact of digital well-being and emotional
engagement in perspective of the user. For example, service design tools allow
teachers to prototype the curriculum into the virtual environment, testing the student’s
literacy, technology skills and learning outcome. Service designers, on the other hand,
are able to identify gaps of well-being throughout the student's digital experience
(Kuure, 2014). As a result, when distance learning courses are fully implemented,
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teachers are able to express and create virtual experiences with confidence and
efficiency (Mahoney, 2017).
Identity is one of the most crucial aspects of well-being. It is also what service
design thinking is based on. Similar aspects between the customer’s engagement and
the student's 21st century learning skills are found. For example, to be able to achieve
engagement in education, the following attributes are examined to understand how they
can affect the learning outcome: students’ skills in problem solving, creativity, analytical
literacy, collaboration, communication and ethics (Cash, 2017). Therefore, teachers
place a great effort to understand the student's individuality, learning preferences and
cultural background. Similarly, service design thinking emphasises problem solving
techniques and offers digital solutions in perspective to the user’s unique personality
(Miettinen, 2009; Stickdorn, 2012). As distance learning requires more autonomy, media
literacy and technology skills, service design can promote “thinking skills” that are able
to benefit both the teacher and the student. By identifying the student’s unique
psychosocial aspects, engagement of the virtual learning environment can be designed
to incorporate well-being.
2.7

Research Aim
By utilising the service design tool of role-play, I was given access to a deeper

more profound understanding of how emotions play a vital role in digital well-being. As a
result, this research will evidence the emotional engagement users experience whilst
traveling. Thus, it attempts to construct the identity of users by visualising their
psychographic behaviour, e.g., psychosocial attributes. Review of literature indicates a
lack of empirically proven quality models, capable of explicitly evaluating the user’s
perception of SST interactions (e.g., Dabholkar, 1996; Kang, 2004, 2006; Parasuraman,
2005; Wolfinbarger, 2003). Thus, the synthesised model of this study (DesİQual)
attempts to fill in such assessment gaps and highlight problems affecting digital service
interactions. The model is generally based on the Nordic School of perceived service
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quality. Nevertheless, the core dimension of engagement assumes values of emotional
engagement in education (Cooper, 2011). The concept of psychosocial well-being and
internet use is further incorporated into how the user perceives quality from a
commercial aspect. These principles are the core from which SST engagement will be
based on.

The process and outcome of this research are important for media education in
the 21st century. It demonstrates how to discover hidden problems in digital services
when human interactions are limited. Since distance learning relies on digital media and
technology, the process of this research can contribute to an innovative approach,
focusing on the user's emotional state during media interactions. Hence, by adopting
the theoretical background of service quality and value creation, the field of
psychosocial well-being in media education can benefit from the procedure of the study,
offering improved implementations to digital education.
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3

Theoretical Framework
This chapter illustrates the following: criteria of emotional engagement in

learning, the theoretical bases and synthesis of the Nordic model, and finally introduces
the features of Destination In Motion Service Quality model (DesİQual). Hence,
concepts of learning engagement, psychosocial well-being and service quality are
synthesised to construct DesİQual, a quality model for digital services.
3.1

Emotional Engagement Criteria: Learning Achievement
The goal of service engagement is to generate positive emotions from which

well-being, trust, and satisfaction can be expected (e.g., Ryff, 1995). Similar to a
learning experience, the quality of engagement will affect the customer perception
(Pandey, 2011). By referring to emotional engagement in education, the criteria of the
learning experience during a services journey is defined. Hence, aiming for a positive
engagement outcome, the following adopted criteria (Cooper, 2011, p. 87; Reeve, 2011,
p. 260) should be emphasised within the journey: 1- Learning is personalised.
2- Curiosity is generated and learning becomes enjoyable. 3- Interactions and
communication promotes emotional intelligence. 4- Learning is a “holistic process of
[environmental] adaptation” and mastery (Kolb, 2005, p. 194). Ideally, implementing the
above criteria can lead to emotional fulfillment, resulting in a positive engagement.
Nevertheless, positive engagement can be hindered when emotions are suppressed
during times of stress and anxiety (Taylor & Statler, 2014, p. 594), creating a “mental
block” that prevents the acquisition of new information (Krashen, 1981). Empathic
interactions during the learning process of the journey can possibly resolve such issues
as they take place.
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Figure 2: “How empathy supports values, engagement and achievement” (Cooper,
2011, p. 121).

In order to implement the above engagement criteria, “empathy” in educational
interactions is single handedly the most powerful and effective tool, leaving long-term
profound learning benefits (Cooper, 2011, p. 119). When used throughout the
interpersonal communication channels of services — empathy increases engagement
which can result in more value creation and a positive outcome (Virtanen, 2015).
Value-in-use occurs when customers are willing to open-up and express themselves.
3.2

The Theoretical Bases of Service Quality Models
In the previous century, marketing economics was focused on the act of product

exchange, and value was created on the bases of value-in-exchange; namely, value is
provided for an immediate financial exchange (Grönroos, 2008); however, in the
modern sense, the logic behind value creation for long-term economic prospect has
shifted towards a service oriented marketing scheme (Almquist, 2016; Grönroos, 1998;
Hunt, 1991; Mukhtar, 2017). Prior to any customer interactions, physical goods are
produced in manufacturing facilities; hence, consumption happens after production
(Grönroos, 1998). In services however, consumption and production are often
simultaneously performed. Service marketing is therefore centralised during a specific
period. It is when the customer and provider are engaged in the creation of
“values-in-use” rather than immediate economical exchanges (Grönroos, 2008). This
critical period is referred to as “the moment of truth”. Values are co-created and
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performed within the service environment, i.e., experiencing the service (Grönroos,
1988, 1990; Vargo & Lusch, 2004, 2008). Level of performance has the deepest impact
on the customer; thus, poor performance during such periods is difficult to mitigate
(Grönroos, 1988). Hence, to create value-in-use, the goal is to promote psychosocial
values during the consumption period (Grönroos, 2008).

Aside from other contributing service dimensions, the creation of value during
“how” the service is being performed is where the customer’s perception of quality is
mostly anchored (Grönroos, 1988). In marketing literature, since the nineteen seventies,
the moment of truth has been labeled as “interactive marketing” (Grönroos, 2001). The
nineteen eighties eventually witnessed a surge of attention by research scholars who
focused on customer-centred service quality models (Mukhtar, 2017). Correspondingly,
attention to co-created interactive environments — how a service is being performed —
has led researchers to explore the psychological attributes of service interactions
(Grönroos, 1988). In other words, service is rather meaningless if a customer’s
background and skills does not apply to the intended value of the service (Dabholkar,
1996; Grönroos, 2008). Hence, knowing the customer’s psychographic construction
becomes vital: user identity.
3.3

Synthesis: The Nordic School in Retrospect
The Nordic School generally defines the functional dimension, otherwise known

as functional qualities, as “how” the service process is being performed (Grönroos,
2008). In accordance, this dimension of service is also governed by the expectations a
customer has before the service takes place (Grönroos, 1984). Both the expected and
experienced quality will shape the image of the service and the company (Grönroos,
2008). According to the Nordic School, to influence a positive image, the provider must
project the following determinants: professionalism and skills, attitudes and behaviour,
accessibility and flexibility, reliability and trustworthiness, recovery (provider’s readiness
in case of unexpected events), reputation and credibility (Grönroos, 1988).
20

Similarly, the American School SERVQUAL determines the quality of service
interaction with the following: reliability, responsiveness, empathy, assurances and
tangibles (Parasuraman, 1985). Between the expected quality and the perceived
experience lies a “gap” from which the above determinants are able to be filled and
improve overall quality. The level of performance from each of these determinants
affects customer satisfaction (Ganesh, 2014; Kang, 2004; Parasuraman 1988;
Polyakova, 2015).

Currently, service quality research is generally dominated by derivatives of the
Nordic and SERVQUAL models (Ganesh, 2014; Kang, 2004, 2006; Polyakova, 2015).
Both of these concepts emphasise the role of “functional features”. Namely, service
performance is the core influence of quality perception (Grönroos, 1982, 1984;
Parasuraman, 1985, 1988). As a result, service quality literature frequently directs
researchers to adopt one of the above schools (Brady, 2001; Kang, 2006).

To evaluate the perceived service experience, the nature and type of the service
should determine which school can be favoured over the other (Pisnik, 2010; Seth,
2005). What sets these two schools apart is the added utilisation of the technical
dimension within the quality model. The Nordic model has established what is referred
to as the technical dimension, i.e., “what” the service is offering (Grönroos, 2007). The
model makes a clear indication of such dimension (instrumental performance) and its
significance to the perceived quality (Grönroos, 1984). For example, an airline service
transports a customer from point A to point B. Arriving at point B precisely on time or
alternatively with a delay is the technical-quality outcome. This may impact the overall
perceived quality; the technical dimension must thusly be considered for quality
evaluation (Grönroos, 1984). On the other hand, every interaction that happens
between point A and B is the “functional dimension” of a service. SERVQUAL
addresses some issues regarding the technical dimension (e.g., Babic-Hodovic, 2017);
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however, the school has been deemed unreliable to explicitly employ such a factor
within its model (Grönroos, 1990; Kang 2004; Richard, 1993). See below (figures 3 & 4).
However, SERVQUAL has been observed to perform better within contexts of
service-products, i.e, services that are accompanied with the sales of a physical product
such as retail (Mehta, 2000), whereas the Nordic model has been observed to perform
better at pure-services such as the “airline” industry, car rental services and the general
travel industry (Seth, 2005, p. 941). Equivalently, since distance learning can also be
considered as a pure-service, education services can utilise the Nordic model to
evaluate students’ satisfaction level. Nonetheless, SERVQUAL is predominantly
supported and favoured by researchers in the service quality market (Asubonteng,
1996; Buttle, 1996).
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Figure 3: The Nordic Model Of Service Quality. Rendered from (Grönroos 1984, 2001).
Customer’s perception of quality is majorly affected by the “function dimension” of the
service, i.e, how a service is performed and problems resolved at the moment of truth.
DesİQual adopts the function dimension to primarily evaluate well-being, the learning
experience and service engagement.

Figure 4: The North American School Of Service Quality: SERVQUAL (Ganesh, 2014;
Parasuraman, 1985). In service marketing, empathy as a determinant is more precisely
defined in the above model. From the field of marketing, DesİQual additionally adopts
the determinant of empathy from SERVQUAL.

The Nordic model has projected some limitations. There is no clear definition on
how researchers can measure the “functional and technical dimensions” which the
theoretical concept has established (Seth, 2005). In my opinion, there is a lack of
emphasis on the role of empathy as a determinant to service engagement and
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) (e.g., Finne, 2017; Grönroos 2007; Tan,
2019). Empathy in service models is referred to as the personalised and individual
attention to the customer (Ikechi, 2019). It is when employees have knowledge of the
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customer’s personal attributes (Zins, 1998) and have their interest at heart (Rasyida,
2016). In such sense, SERVQUAL and its successive analytical model SERVPERF
(Cronin, 1994) have both underlined the role of empathy (Rasyida, 2016) more so than
their Nordic model counterpart. This attribute places SERVQUAL in a better position for
emotional engagement and learning achievements. Moreover, the Nordic model has
also been rated as a concept without any operationalisation to empirically back it up
(Ekinci, 1998; Polyakova, 2015).

Nevertheless, Kang (2006) demonstrates one of the few studies that have
provided empirical evidence to the reliability of the Nordic model. Findings point to an
overall support, qualifying the Nordic concept as a reliable measurement tool. In
comparison to SERVQUAL, results indicate that the Nordic model is more appropriately
suited for mobile data service evaluation. Thus, I believe that the empirical payoff
provided by Kang has been a stepping stone, initiating confidence to adopt the Nordic
model for studies in contemporary services (e.g, Sahul, 2016). Researchers that have
utilised the Nordic School tend to do so because of its scalable properties which can
evaluate beyond customer interactions. Therefore, the model has empirically
demonstrated how multiple dimensions can affect the overall quality perception (Kang
2004, 2006; Sahul, 2016), e.g., backstage performance of employees and SST
hardware/software performance.

As digital assistants expand beyond commercial use, and as users demand
values and personalisation in digital education, quality models can be utilised for
distance learning services. For instance, some researchers in education have employed
the Nordic model to assess quality of learning (Ganesh, 2014). When the Nordic model
was used in academic disciplines, results confirmed the relationship of the
bidimensional properties (functional and technical) on the quality perception of students
in “distance education” (Sahul, 2016). Paradoxically, even though this review has
indicated that the Nordic model is more suitable in terms of pure-services, SERVQUAL
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remains the predominant model adopted by academic disciplines (e.g, Green, 2014;
Sultan, 2010; Yousapronpaiboon, 2014). This can be due to the abundance of other
service fields offering referential and empirical background to SERVQUAL, despite
indications that the model does not perform well under pure-service circumstances
(Polyakova, 2015).

Moreover, the Nordic model is able to highlight the bilateral dynamics of the
user/provider “relationship” (Grönroos, 2017). As the theoretical realm of service
marketing deepens, and as the economics of all industrial countries dramatically shift
from products to IT services (Miettinen, 2009, p. 28), service marketing will be
constantly developing and evolving (Taylor & Hunter, 2014). Since it was incepted, the
Nordic model has demonstrated its theoretical adaptability and emphasis on customer
relationships (Grönroos & Gummesson, 1985; Polyakova, 2015); thus, it can be
acquired into today’s rapidly transforming digital services without compromising user
well-being. On the other hand, SERVQUAL has “largely failed” to be integrated or
conceptualised in contemporary services (Brady, 2001, p. 34).

Empathy through engagement channels is created when the provider is able to
establish genuine links with the customer. Empathy is exchanged when the provider is
able to initiate “friendship” (Cooper, 2011, p. 107) that is reciprocated beyond the
service exchange platform. The concept of value-in-use promotes the relationship of the
user/provider to go above the financial exchange; it allows the user to be viewed as a
value-creator (Grönroos, 2008). For example, when providers focus on the wider
“interest communities” of customers rather than being limited to the company's
brand-interactions, providers are able to develop a more beneficial relationship that can
increase the customer’s value-creation (Heinonen, 2018). Similarly, being in tune to the
learners' emotions permits understanding of their “inner lives”, improving relationships
and learning achievements (Cooper, 2011, p. 110). Empathy creates a trickling effect:
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when users feel valued, the quality of engagement rises, and they are able to give value
back to the community. Hence, through empathy, value-in-use is achievable.

Since the most significant moments of pure-services are created during the
functional period, value-in-use becomes important to observe in regards to SST service
performance. In cases of services that solely rely on SST, the seller’s relationship with
the customer during consumption will be limited to digital interaction. Along an extensive
history, the Nordic model has built logic to how value is created through buyer/seller
relationships, and how value creation is the single most important asset a company can
obtain (Grönroos, 2008). It is thusy safe to assume that the model can be adopted to
evaluate SST concepts that do not include direct human assistance. Accordingly,
DesİQual will generate qualitative evidence that highlights SST values in aviation
services. The Nordic model’s bidimensional attributes will offer this study future
scalability (Ganesh, 2014). Thus, I am able to aspire towards future studies that are also
designed to quantitatively measure services from a wider perspective.

In summary, the main attributes of the nordic model have been highlighted in
relation to digital well-being. Literature by the founder of the Nordic School and
associated peer review has led me to conclude two major outcomes. The first outcome
is that the user’s perception hierarchy pertains to the “functional dimension”, i.e.,
performance and consumption. Interactions lead to a learning experience, and empathy
improves quality of engagement. Thus, to achieve psychosocial well-being, it is
important to include the “human” consideration in every step of SST interactions
(Eason, 1991). The functional dimension has the ability to mitigate limitations and
shortfalls that might have been caused by the technical features. Moreover, a negative
expected service can be improved through empathic engagements during service
consumption (Cooper, 2011; Gronroos 1984, 2007). The second outcome highlighest
value-creation. Value-in-use happens during consumption; customer’s skills and
know-how will extract and define values (Grönroos, 2008). Hence, with the absence of
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the user's digital literacy skills — knowing how to apply the features of a service in their
everyday life — service interactions will yield poor benefits (Dabholkar, 1996; Grönroos,
2008).
3.4

DesİQual
DesİQual is a model designed to observe digital interactions, emotional

engagement, and the psychographic attributes of the customer. The interconnected
dimensions of the learning experience and the perceived service quality are governed
by emotional engagement and empathy (Battarbee, 2014; Cooper, 2011). From the
perspective of two personas, a multiple case study will provide data for the
“experienced” journey (Creswell, 2013, p. 100; Grönroos, 1984). The strategy employs
several service design tools to probe user interactions. These tools, ethnographic in
nature (Miettinen, 2009, p. 15; Stickdorn, 2012, p. 137), will be used to gather data from
both the customer and the service provider. Furthermore, in case of service gaps,
additional design tools will provide solutions through a future service roadmap.

Well-being attributes such as functional, emotional, and life-changing needs are
explored according to the Elements of Value (Almquist, 2016). To assess whether value
creation or emotional engagement has the strongest effect on satisfaction, DesİQual
evaluates the level of dramatic engagement (Stickdorn, 2018, p. 48) and learning
experience (Cooper, 2011) on the perceived service quality.

Self-service technology (SST) interactions are pivotal in aviation services. SST
and digital information tools can enhance the functional features of a service (Furey,
1991; Grönroos, 2007; Miettinen, 2009; Oertzen 2018). Since the nineteen eighties,
which initiated service quality in research, service models have gradually incorporated
the role of information technology tools into the equation (Bogicevic, 2017; Broderick,
2002; Santos, 2003; Soteriou, 2000; Zhu, 2002). Some models are industry specific; for
example, Bogicevic (2017) has developed a tailored instrument to measure customer
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satisfaction within SST services of airports. DesİQual is similarly designed to focus on
aviation service quality; however, unlike Bogicevic’s model, DesİQual is designed to
explore the quality of SST along the entire day of travel. Namely, functional and
technical outcomes of each transportation service will affect one another; it is important
to evaluate all digital channels associated with the journey. The door-to-door experience
is defined by every transportation means the customer uses during the day of aviation
travel.
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Figure 5: DesİQual is an instrument model designed to investigate the digital well-being
of service environments.

4

Expansion of Framework:
Principles Affecting Engagement
This chapter demonstrates principles that may affect the travellers expected,

experienced and perceived service quality (Grönroos, 1988), a closer look into the
dimensions of DesİQual. Hence, expectations, anticipated values, and user skills will
affect well-being in aviation related services (Dabholkar, 1996; Hemdi, 2016).

There are various principles that can affect a customer’s perception of service
quality in aviation journeys. Conditions related to the moments of digital interactions will
shape the perceived service — e.i., experienced quality. Self Service Technology (SST)
is defined here as any electronic device that assists travelers to complete their
door-to-door journey, without the aid of live-human-agents. The operation of SST can
be separated into two major aspects: 1- What happens in the background such as the
technical hardware capabilities of the electronic device. 2- How the customer interacts
with the media software of SST, i.e., design of the User Experience (UX). Hence,
interactive media has a significant role in translating complex algorithms and
augmenting the user’s abilities (Jylkäs & Rajab, 2018). Thus, UX simplifies transactions
by personalising the experience; in turn, it empowers and guides to value-in-use (e.g.,
Grönroos, 2008). Moreover, in the moment of truth, when the digital experience is being
consumed, visual communication promotes positive customer behaviour (Kujur, 2019).
Namely, when SST check-in kiosks display pleasing visuals, customers are encouraged
to engage with such electronics (Ku, 2013). Interactive visual media can cause
“emotional appeal” which is crucial to service engagement (Rietveld, 2020, p. 36).
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Personalisation identifies the user's skills and mental filters (e.g. Krashen, 1981).
Information And Communication Technology (ICT) is challenged to deliver the
demanded value within a precise moment (Google, 2018). Hence, value delivery
through ICT depends on external variables such as timing, the user’s filtration system
and education (Civan, 2017). If values are designed to correspond with the user’s
psychographic needs, the UX experience should be able to identify values that can
impact personal well-being. Thus, in context of aviation journeys, providers should have
an understanding of principles that directly and indirectly affect the traveling archetype.
4.1

Principle One: Expected Quality
From various sources, a customer can build expectations for an anticipated

service. Firstly, internal and value targeted marketing communication such as online
advertisement and promotions can directly control the customer’s expectations of a
service (Finne, 2017). On the other hand, external factors such as word of mouth and
ideology are not controlled by the service provider — and they can also significantly
affect the customer's expected service (Grönroos, 1984). In this first principle, the
ecological impact of air-travel is an external source that can be crucial to the customer’s
expected service. Thus, this section will explore ways to reconcile the image of today’s
aviation industry in regards to air pollution.

Global economic improvements have led the way for the aviation industry to grow
and prosper. Demand for air travel has singfincaltlty grown along the way. This means
more demand on aircraft in operation (Tozer-Pennington, 2019). For example, for the
past twenty three consecutive years, Nordic Aviation Capital, a commercial aircraft
leasing company headquartered in Denmark, has become the largest aircraft leasing
company in the world, and has marked another growing sales record in 2019
(Overgaard, 2019). This surge of growth has caused airports within the region such as
Helsinki Airport to also witness a record increase of ten percent in passenger volume
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(Finavia, 2019a). Moreover, aviation traffic is expected to grow two folds from its current
statistics, catering to more than eight billion travelers by the year 2037 (IATA, 2018).
Even though the largest regional market in aviation traffic is expected to shift eastward
towards Asia, Europe will remain the second largest in the world (European
Commission, 2017; IATA, 2018). According to such developments, infrastructure and
SST is likely to mirror such growth because technology aids airports to process higher
volumes of passengers (Bruno, 2019). For example, SST has already evolved to
process customers without any documents or physical input transactions. By simply
recognising the traveler biometric attributes, within seconds, SST is able check-in the
traveller all the way to the gate (Biometrics, 2019; Finavia, 2017).

However, with such leaping technologies in aviation, what is the impact on the
natural environment ? The answer according to environmental institutions is a surge in
“air-pollution”. From 1990 until 2017, commercial flights originating from the EU/EFTA
have caused an increase of 171 million tonnes of CO2 emissions, an increase of more
than ninety five percent. From air traffic alone, by the year 2040, growth trends will inject
an estimated twenty one percent further emissions
into the environment (European

Aviation Environmental Report, 2019). Simultaneously, the UN is urging rapid and
unprecedented actions to lower CO2 levels, targeting transpiration and other industries
in question. Namely, the UN declares that unless emissions are drastically lowered, by
the year 2050, the current rate of CO2 levels will cause a global temperature increase of
0.5ºC. This change will trigger worldwide climate related devastations and catastrophes
(IPCC, 2018). Nonetheless, the report indicates that by limiting global warming, human
health and biodiversity can improve. On such note, the EU is spending twenty billion
euros per year to treat health conditions caused by air pollution (Carmichael, 2018).

Therefore, it is no surprise that the term “flight-shaming” has taken momentum in
the Nordics. For example, international air travel originating from Sweden has increased
by more than sixty percent since 1990 (Ledel, 2018). Swedish climate scientists are
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urging people to reduce their dependence on air-travel, stating that per kilometer, air
travel emmits close to three hundred grams of CO2 as opposed to 158 by train. This has
led flight-shaming to become a growing phenomenon. As a result, in 2018, commercial
aviation in Sweden witnessed its first decline since 1990 by more than three percent
(Ledel, 2018). On the other hand, neighboring Finland does not seem to have caught up
with the trend. Ironically enough, even though the Finnish prime minister has echoed
the UN report by demanding faster actions towards emission cuts (Yle, 2019), Finnish
airports across the nation have witnessed an unprecedented growth in traffic (Finavia,
2019a).

Nevertheless, the need for air-travel and its consequences can perhaps be
reconciled. Globely, a new segment of environmentally conscious travellers has clearly
emerged (Davison, 2014; Ledel, 2018). The negative environmental image of aviation
has influenced psychological factors that are causing a new wave of consumer
behaviorism. For instance, even though Kuwait International Airport (figure 6) is aiming
to be the first with LEED gold credentials in environmental sustainability (Foster +
Partners, 2019), to the contrary, this move does not seem to directly target the
emotional aspects of such a segment. It is rather a competition amongst airport
technologies and developments; namely, it is not a cost effective measurement to win
over the psyche of environmentally conscious travellers. Approaches to mitigate the
image of aviation in this concern must first take the segment’s behaviour into
perspective.
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Figure 6: Kuwait International Airport for LEED Gold Certification in Energy and
Environmental sustainability (Foster + Partners, 2019). How does this affect the
customer's expected quality and their ecological concerns ?

Commercial aviation, trains and subways are all within the umbrella of
mass-transportation. And clearly, mass-transportation emits much less pollution into the
air in comparison to single-occupant automobiles (National Express Transit, 2017),
making environmentalist “more likely” to choose public and mass-transport over other
means (Kahn, 2007). This is a positive point in regards to mass-transportation. Since
the door-to-door aviation concept is composed of shared and mass-transport means, it
has an optimistic potential to promote a positive environmental image. Hence, by
combining air and ground travel into a single Mobility as a Service, digital solutions
through mass-transportation can possibly offer a reconciling answer to air-pollution
concern.

The following will illustrate Mobility as a Service (MaaS) and the nudge approche.
Firstly, MaaS has turned ground transport from a tangible product, such as ownership of
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a car, into a pure service that allows the individual convenient transport benefits without
having to own a product. Thus, MaaS is an integrated service system of various
transportation means under a single digital platform (MaaS Alliance, 2019). Through
mass-transportation and shared cars, MaaS has proven to be extremely successful by
simplifying the customer’s journey process across all ground-transport systems. For
example, with a virtual ticket on a mobile device, HSL Reittiopas is a mobile application
and an online site that allows to plan, book and access combined journeys through
trams, trains, subways, buses and even ferries within the greater Helsinki area
(Reittiopas, 2019). Secondly, the “nudge” can encourage users to choose the most
viable solution in terms of climate suitability. By employing the power of default
according to the nudge theory — without restricting a person’s right to choose or limiting
alternative options — psychographic behaviour can be altered into actions that reinforce
positive benefits to the individual and societies as whole (Thaler, 2009). For example, in
2012, pension programmes in the UK decreased to an alarming level. The nudge
strategy was applied by the government, having employees automatically enroll in a
pension saving scheme, unless they opt out of the programme. In 2016, the pension
scheme rose from 2.7 million to 7.7 million (Chu, 2017). Environmental programmes can
be similarly introduced to customer aviation services.

To bring MaaS and the nudge concepts into digital well-being perspective, the
first approach is to create a unified platform system from which planning and paying for
the combined aviation journey is possible, offering the entire door-to-door journey as
one single convenient service (MaaS Alliance, 2019). From a list of available air and
ground transportation means, the second approach is to have the system nudge
travellers to choose journeys emitting the least environmental footprint. Theoretically, by
combining the two approaches during service consumption, and projecting visual
evidence of MaaS environmental efforts, e.g., indicating routes with low footprint (Burr,
2020, p. 16), the customer may start to associate environmental sustainability with
aviation journeys.
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For example, in 2019, to address customers' climate concerns, advertisements
from KLM airlines were actually promoting their customers not to fly. Meanwhile, if
customers find it necessary to do so, the same promotion encourages them to join a
“carbon-offsetting” online programme (Wilson, 2019). Such a programme is an
appropriate candidate to utilise the MaaS and nudge system. Unfortunately, this
theoretical approach can be complicated to implement at current times. Convincing
companies to merge their hard-earned data is not an easy task; merging ground and air
data to create a MaaS system can be cumbersome since several independent
stakeholders are involved. Nevertheless, for the greater good, the will to implement
such a scheme is visible (e.g. Finavia, 2019b). And preliminary actions from major
Nordic airports to share flight-data will possibly lead the way to such schemes being
implemented in the future (Finavia, 2018a).
4.2

Principle Two: Experienced Quality
Attributes found in this principle are likely to affect the customer’s perceptions

during the experience, i.e., moment of truth. In these moments, the following is under
critical examination: the performance of “how” the functional features are being
produced and “how” the service is being consumed (Grörnroos, 1988). Accordingly, this
section will illustrate three aspects affecting SST interactions: 1- Timing. 2- The spatial
environment. 3- Agency and brand representation.
4.2.1

Timing: Micro-Moment Needs

Attention to customer concerns during the Micro-Moment Needs is essential in
digital services. The purpose of SST through hand-held devices is to offer assistance at
the precise time of need. As a traveler, the customer goes through four steps: dreaming,
planning, booking and experiencing (Google, 2018). Information clutter or lack of proper
assistance, especially during the experiencing moments, can have an adverse effect on
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the perceived quality. For example, customers who have just missed a flight will
probably need an alternative flight or a hotel to stay at. The challenge here is to
intelligently predict any surprises that might occur and offer precise and personalised
solutions on the spot (Stickdorn, 2012, p. 45).

The process of time and engagement differs from one service to another. For
instance, with digital services for physical products such as online retail shopping, UX is
intended to increase general exposure and engagement (Parasuraman, 2005;
Wolfinbarger, 2003), where as in pure services such as mass-transportation, precise
timing of engagement is limited and can be extremely critical, i.e., overexposing the
user to numerous options can have an adverse outcome. Therefore, interactions at the
time of micro-moment needs can significantly alter a customer’s journey process
(Google, 2018). Furthermore, travelers’ archetypes are diverse. For example,
“explorers” do not necessarily plan the entire trip ahead of the experience. Their
behaviour is more impulsive; they would rather choose their means of transport
depending on how they “feel” during the experience (Pihlajamaa, 2018). Hence, SST
can empower such psychographic groups with tailored interactions at the precise time
of need.

As for the physical environment, unlike some digital services where users can
choose the physical place of engagement (e.g., Parasuraman, 2005), during the
transport experience, SST interactions are happening under designated and controlled
physical environments (Bruno, 2019; Ku, 2013). In this sense, trust and perception is
influenced by the provider’s investment in its buildings and transport facilities (Doney,
1997). Quality models SERVQUAL and its successor SERVPERF have defined the
“tangible dimension” as physical facilities of the service; they range from equipment,
employee appearance and communication materials (Cronin, 1994; Parasuraman,
1988). Brady (2001) empirically presents the service environment — facility design,
ambiance, social conditions — as a factor that affects customers’ assessment of quality.
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Hence, in order to evaluate the SST environment during interactions, I have divided the
physical environment into three aspects: spatial perception, SST agency, and AI
solutions.
4.2.2

The Spatial Environment

Spaciousness is a human fundamental need. Larger rooms are more positively
perceived than smaller ones (Barucha-Reid, 1982). Contrary to small crowds, rooms
that are socially dense are labeled as “annoying” (Nagar, 1987). A positive perception of
spaciousness is essential for both humans and animals alike — especially whilst under
stressful or threatening situations. Namely, having the perception of ample “flight
distance” can lower anxiety (Hediger, 1950, 1955). Considering busy airports and the
common configuration of seats on commercial flights, providing ample space is a
necessity that is not always attained. Increased passenger aggression “air-rage” has
been linked to the confined spaces travellers are subjected to whilst onboard a flight
(Diederiks-Verschoor, 2012). On the other hand, social settings that provide adequate
and positive spaces contribute to “psychosocial” well-being, and this can affect the
learning experience (Zandvliet, 2005). Thus, when the spatial environment supports
learning, SST interactions become more effective (Virtanen, 2015, p. 02).

Regardless of the actual physical attributes, the perception of space can be
altered and enhanced. In confined spaces, human impression of spaciousness can
change depending on the placement of objects (Stamps, 2009). Findings have provided
proof that an area’s spaciousness is usually judged by horizontal factors; thus, areas
that seemed horizontally larger were perceived as more spacious than those with
narrower horizontal offsets. For example, even though the height of buildings remained
the same, ancient Kyoto streets with wide and shallow setbacks (figure 7) were judged
as more spacious than those with narrow and deep setbacks (figure 8) (Stamps, 2009).
Rather than the amount of vertical space, the visual perception of spaciousness is
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judged on the amount of peripheral space a human can recognise. Accordingly, to
accentuate cabin space, new aircraft craftsmanship eccos the above by applying “tricks
of the eye” through strategic object placement and dynamic lighting (Ornan-Stone as
cited in Seeker, 2016).

↑ Figure 7: Wide and shallow setbacks are perceived to be more spacious.

↑ Figure 8: Narrow and deep setbacks are perceived as less spacious.
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4.2.3

Agency and Brand Representation

As more airlines rush to replace ground employees with the implementation of
SST (Ku, 2013), machines are challenged to show similar positive attributes in
retrospect to human agents. For example, human verbal interactions, employee
uniforms, and traditional service desks represent the brand’s physical dimension (Brady,
2001; Cronin, 1994; Parasuraman, 1988); the SST outwardly appearance, media
software interactions and the placement of SST machines will likewise represent the
brand’s physical dimension. Thus, in contemporary terms, attention to such SST
attributes is vital to the brand image.

Airport services such as facial-recognition check-in gates (Biometrics, 2019;
Finavia, 2017) and AI processing services (The Japan Times, 2017) exhibit an arguable
degree of agency (Jylkäs & Rajab, 2018); however, unlike employees, the lack of
empathy between the digital agent and the customer can lead to negative engagement.
For example, digital service environments have conditioned the user to be self reliant
and quick (Gheorghe, 2016); however, when SST is placed in an authoritative position
and the user is facing a problem, the forced implementation of non-human services can
jeopardise digital well-being, leading the user to resist further interactions (Feng, 2019).

Surprisingly, in AI interactions for educational purposes, it is not entirely “trust”
that drove users to disclose and exchange information, it was rather the length of the
relationship with the AI agent (Savin-Baden, 2015, p, 311). Other factors that may
influence resistance to digital agency can be the generation and skills of the user
(Gures, 2018). Traveling archetypes such as the “explorer” are keen on unique learning
experiences driven from social interactions (Pihlajamaa, 2018); through artificial
empathy (AE), future developments can open up doors for AE and social characteristics
to be integrated within the SST experience. This in turn can encourage longer
relationships to occur and “positively” influence acceptance of AI agency (Leite, 2013).
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Consequently, AI technologies provide intelligent solutions, assisting the traveller
to achieve airport tasks more coherently (Kilian, 2019). During the day of travel,
especially to non-digital-natives, the workflow and the numerous requirements of SST
interactions can be overwhelming. What sets digital assistants and AI apart is the ability
of AI to support a natural flow of “language communication”, simplifying the process
(Jylkäs & Rajab, 2018), whereas in typical SST interactions, the system relies on
non-verbal inputs that do not resemble a human-like conversation. This allows AI and
humans to exchange information more effectively. For airline companies, the current
trend is to simplify the cognitive process a user goes through from “booking” to
“experiencing” the journey (Google, 2018). For example, KLM’s “Blue-Bot” is an AI
chatbot that is powered by both artificial and human intelligence. The more a user
interacts with the chatbot, the more the system is able to provide specific and
personalised transactions (KLM, 2019). Hence, combining AI and human intelligence
can “augment” the AI’s ability to provide a faster and more reliable service (Jylkäs &
Rajab, 2018).

During the passenger’s airport experience, latest AI studies demonstrate the
ability of chatbots as a step-by-step interactive assistant. AI tracking sensors can
physically monitor a passenger’s whereabouts and provide proactive information at the
time of need (Kilian, 2019). The challenge is to learn and understand the passenger’s
airport workflow. Empirical evidence suggests that the “AIRBOT” system had decreased
passengers' waiting time, walking distance, and anxieties associated with time pressure.
Nonetheless, other than ubiquitous information at airports, current AI developments in
aviation does not seem to provide noticeable psychosocial well-being. AI does not
demonstrate empathic attributes during times of stress or confusion, e.i., understanding
the passenger’s unique emotional situation and offering concerns (e.g. The Japan
Times, 2017).
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4.3

Principle Three: Perceived Quality
Quality is always seen in the eyes of the customer; hence, the customer is the

essence of a service (Grönroos 1984). In such a sense, this final principle illustrates
how values are categorised in perspective to the customer’s day to day life. Namely,
how service design can facilitate value-creation, well-being and emotional
engagements.
4.3.1

The Elements of Value

Firstly, why should the provider seek to create “value” for the customer ? Values
in consumerism cater to the benefits of four types of psychosocial needs: functional,
emotional, life changing, and social impact (Almquist, 2016). Along each area of needs
various elements of values are acquired. By outlining the customer’s psychographic
identification, the process of value-creation — value-in-use — is more attainable
(Grönroos, 2008). For example, by highlighting needs of the explorer archetype
(Pihlajamaa, 2018), services that offer “group-affiliation” will most likely have such an
archetype perceive the service with satisfaction (Almquist, 2016). On the other hand, for
the business traveller archype, their major needs lay around functional values (State of
Business Travel Report, 2016); offering a simplified traveling process, saving time, and
reducing risk will have the archetype redeem the service more favourably (e.g., Finavia,
2018b). This is not to say that each archetype is explicitly in need of one value over the
other, it simply means that when the most appropriate needs have been provided,
service outcome will be better perceived.
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Figure 9: The Elements of Value. DesİQual case studies explore the functional,
emotional, and life-changing needs according to The Elements of Value Pyramid.
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Notebly, both the spontaneous social wanderer “explorer” and the time conscious
business traveller will intersect each other when emotional needs are observed. In their
travelling journey experience, both archetypes are likely to demand the following
emotional values: reduced anxiety, rewards, well-being, pleasing media interactions,
fun, entertainment, attractiveness, therapeutic values and empathy. Hence, companies
that have spiked with the provision of such emotional needs have attained more loyal
customers, as opposed to those who were only able to provide functional needs
(Almquist, 2016). Most importantly, in the general four areas of psychosocial needs, the
more a company is able to inject value elements within the service, the higher service
quality perception has been scored (Figure 9). For example, Apple Inc. is one of the
most profitable companies in the world. It also ranks as the world's most powerful and
valuable brand (Forbes, 2019). According to the Harvard business school, Apple Inc.
had scored the highest ratings in more elements than any other company (Almquist,
2016).
4.3.2

Service Design for Value Creation

Service design is an academic approach to maintain or develop services that are
friendly, enjoyable and meaningful to the customer (Miettinen, 2009; Stickdorn, 2012).
Marketing strives to achieve effectiveness, efficiency and standardisation through
technology-centred services (Miettinen, 2009). Service design, on the other hand,
strives for human-centeredness by highlighting the user’s personalised narrative,
focusing on the service experience (Stickdorn, 2012). A melting pot of engineering, IT,
architecture and psychology, service design is an interdisciplinary approach connecting
various fields to conceptualise and facilitate a meaningful user experience. By
examining the values both humans and technology are able to offer, design is about
harmonising the objectives of the service provider and the needs of the customer
(Stickdorn, 2012, p. 50). Hence, design envisions solutions to new emerging service
needs. Focusing beyond the technical outcome, it is a systematic process that allows
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everyone involved to identify problems, brainstorm solutions, create service prototypes
and examine the functional performance of the service. In this sense, design thinking is
inline with the same principles that govern the Nordic model of perceived service quality
— to create meaningful values within service interactions (Grönroos, 1984; 2008).

In a multidisciplinary environment, the designers’ artistic process and skills will
co-ideate, co-valuate, co-design, co-teste and co-launch a service (Oertzen, 2018). The
process is evidenced and communicated through visuals that are able to illustrate the
idea; consequently, research and iterative refinement will produce a meaningful service.
The most challenging aspects of design is to offer reconciliation rather than
compromising the needs of one stakeholder over the other. To achieve such a goal, the
design process generally comprises four main iterative stages (Design Council, 2015).
The first, is the discovery stage where data is explored and collected through multiple
tools. This opens up many avenues for research. Respectively, the second stage is
about defining and focusing on the most viable solutions. The third stage is utilised to
reflect and create dialog amongst the stakeholders. Finally, the fourth stage is the
implementation of the service. Since service design production is an iterative process,
research activities take place between multiple stages in a non-linear manner
(Miettinen, 2009, p. 11). Interchangeably, prototypes are produced and roleplay is
performed to see if new concept services are worth full public implementation
(Stickdorn, 2012, p. 187, 2018).

According to Stickdorn (2012), design thinking and method tools are
fundamentally used to achieve five objectives:

1- Customer-centred: the customer’s journey is experienced by the designer.
2. Co-creative: every stakeholder is included in the design process.
3. Sequencing: visualising the service through interrelated user actions.
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4. Evidencing: providing physical artefacts and visualising the intangible
nature of services.
5. Holistic: The entire service environment is taken into consideration; thus,
touchpoint integration should be seamless.

Human Computer Interactions (HCI) can be considered the forerunner of User
Experience Design (UX) (John, 2014). HCI has five major attributes: effectiveness,
efficiency, engagement, error recovery, and user friendliness (Fallman, 2010). Since the
nineteen eighties HCI studies have been evolving; it includes disciplines of computer
science, cognitive science and human-factors engineering (ergonomics). Therefore, HCI
is rather academically driven. Nonetheless, the rise of the internet and consequently
smart devices allowed online services to flourish, pushing HCI to partake in the visual
user interface, e.i., UX (Forlizzi, 2008). Hence, UX has emerged from HCI with aims that
are more industry focused (John, 2014). It can be concluded that UX demonstrates both
academic and practical attributes. In this sense, SST UX should hold multiple properties
in order to provide user value and digital well-being. (Stickdorn, 2012, p. 75).
4.3.3

Service Design for Emotional Engagement

A service journey is a chain of intricate alliances linking multiple touchpoints to
create an experience. User Experience maps are the visual representation and the
tangible evidence of the experience. In a manner that is accessible to all stakeholders
and researchers, such a map identifies interaction points, the user’s emotional
perception, and highlights opportunity points. (Stickdorn, 2012, p. 151).

Similar to a film scenario, a dramatic arch is the customer’s emotional
engagement with the tempo and rhythm of the service. This theatrical approach allows
to highlight moments of high and low engagement; as a result, ideation and
opportunities are offered more effectively. Both high and low points are forms of
engmentment, and not all engagement points indicate satisfaction. Thus, an emotional
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experience is one that offers several rhythmic “wow” factors. For example, a high
climactic “boom” moment followed by an “ahh now I understand” moment can create an
intense emotional engagement (Stickdorn, 2018, p. 48). Thus, depending on the service
industry and the respective archetype, a personalised service tempo can create an
effective engagement.

Figure 10: The dramatic arch of service engagement (Stickdorn, 2018, p. 48).
Designing the customer’s experience is not a luxury, it is a necessity. Design is
often linked to tangible products such as elegant architecture or a well tailored
name-brand suit. Whereas in reality, design is embedded in every functional item and
service we interact with. Design is what empowers individuals to do what was once
impossible. For instance, it is what allows the secure and orderly process of millions of
passengers in confined limited spaces. Without design, functional features and
value-in-use are obstructed. Service design is finding the perfect tempo to seamlessly
integrate multiple services in one journey, providing customers with “interaction fluency”
that can lead to satisfaction (Cassab, 2006). How the user feels towards the SST
system reflects service satisfaction; hence, positively perceived SST interactions may
lead to loyalty (Chen, 2016).
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Functionality and the artistic value can easily be identified in tangible products.
For example, in architectural design, each individual brick creates a unified physical
structure; its functional purpose is to create a habitable space. When the space is well
integrated within the environment — pleasing to the user — the byproduct or side effect
is “beauty” (Stickdorn, 2012, p. 68). Similarly, functionality should also be placed on top
of all determinants in any service design approach. However, in order to create a
“beautiful” service, well-being must be integrated within the interactions. In other words,
a positive emotional engagement can lead the user to perceive a service as beautiful.
The purpose of transportation is to get the customer from point A to point B; a beautiful
experience is what separates one service from another.

Figure 11: Human-agents of JAL Airlines express apologies due to a delay, mitigating
the emotional rhythm of service engagement (WhereInBacolod, 2018).
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5

Methodology
Digital well-being is subjective to the user which means that satisfaction towards

technology depends on the particular lifestyle of the user (Amichai-Hamburger, 2009, p.
210). Positive computing, autonomy and self-determination occurs when the HCI
experience is “personalised” (Burr, 2020, p. 12). Therefore, in order to find digital
well-being, the method approach must generate knowledge of the user’s needs, skills,
behaviour, and expectations. Such knowledge leads to interaction design that is based
on the individual’s attitude (Burr, 2020, p. 15). When the user is observed beyond the
point of interaction, e.i., a broader viewpoint that includes the user's “whole-life”,
behavioural aspects and attitude towards digital interactions can emerge (Hewson,
2018). Therefore, methodology tools in the following approach are not designed for a
one-size-fits-all average scheme. It is rather to create knowledge that is individually
based.

Similarly, to discover what creates a successful learning experience in services,
the full potential of the individual user must be examined. According to Rose (2017),
traditional education assumes that by creating a system on the basis of the average
student, most students will be able to benefit from such a system. For example,
textbooks and curriculums are designed as age appropriate with a standardised time
frame for the average student to learn from. This system was designed to fit within the
industrial era; indeed, it was able to accomplish the objectives of standardisation.
However, because economies have changed and industrial countries have shifted from
factory production to IT services (Miettinen, 2009, p. 28; Rose, 2017), Rose mentions,
to overcome research obstacles, students must be understood as individuals rather
than an average group. He argues that by adopting “the science of the individual” all
students will be able to reach their full potential, claiming that “averaganism” is unable to
accomplish the diverse goals of today’s world.
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To place the individual in the contemporary context of education, e.g., distance
learning, technology can be designed to personalise the experience, and empower the
user to express their identity (Vasalou, 2008). Digital education can tailor media
interactions to fit in the skills and weaknesses of the user. Therefore, theoretically, all
students in distance learning are able to reach the goals of the programme. For
example, in natural science courses, the language barrier can be overcomed by digital
solutions such as instant translation, allowing the user to progress within the same pace
as other students with higher language skills. Moreover, biometrics designed to
measure stress and anxiety levels will be able to identify the student's unique “mental
blocks” (e.g. Krashen, 1981), overcoming distance learning obstacles by nudging the
user to engage with online support communities, which can solve emotional barriers
such as loneliness (Burr, 2020, p. 8; Kurtz, 2009).

Previous studies that have utilised service design for education have
demonstrated the importance of design thinking, co-creation and simulation to create
new academic programmes, i.e., allowing education to be viewed as a service that can
be improved before implementation (Kuure, 2013). Hence, experimental design can
give way to innovative solutions for new learning techniques. Design thinking allows
daily life problems to be understood. It creates a better understanding of the user’s
needs, offering solutions to improve skills of media management in education (Lugmayr,
2014). This can be especially vital to distance learning where the process of teaching
and learning is not as conventional, requiring greater media and technology skills.
Hence, media education research can find guidance within the process of data
collection and analysis of this chapter. By observing the traveller’s journey and SST
touchpoint interactions, a similar method approach can be applied to non-conventional
learning programmes that require “transformational changes” (Kuure, 2014).
Consequently, the procedure of this chapter can be enacted through role-play at
“SINCO”, a service prototype lab at the University of Lapland where technology-aided
“academic” programmes can be simulated and placed to the test (Kuure, 2013, 2014).
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5.1

Research Questions
The following is a recap to major principles previously discussed at chapter 4:

1- Mobility as a Service (MaaS) provides ecologically optimised traveling solutions.
2- Digital interactions are able to deliver customer needs at the right moment, providing
well-being at critical times such as anxiety. 3- The spatial and social environments are
perceived as comfortable. 4- User values are created by personalised interactions.
5- Emotional engagement leads to learning achievements and well-being. These
principles create the fundamental background from which the following research
questions have been formulated:

1-

What values can be obtained during the door-to-door aviation journey ?

2-

What is the impact of values, digital well-being, and emotional
engagement on satisfaction and loyalty ?

3-

Negative engagement is inevitable; how can digital well-being mitigate and
promote positive emotional engagement ?

4-

MaaS combines transportation services into one digital solution. What is
the impact of MaaS on the quality of transport connectivity at Helsinki
Airport ?

5.2

Methods and Objectives
Methodology aims to explore the amount of value elements a customer is able to

obtain during a door to door journey. Along the way, levels of emotional engagement is
taken into account. Psychographic attributes and SST interactions are examined
according to journeys through Helsinki Airport. A combination of methods from
social-science research and service design tools have been utilised: narrative research
(storyboards), case study (role-play), and ethnography (observation). Hence,
methodology can be categorised into the following three groups: 1- Non-participant
observation. 2- Contextual Interviews. 3- Participant observation — role-play.
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Non-participant observation focuses on SST interaction of two archetypes: the
explorer traveller and the business traveller (see Appendix 1). Contextual Interviews, on
the other hand, aim to extract information from actual travellers and service providers —
while they are engaged with the service (see Appendix 2: Contextual Interviews). To
place this in a social science approach for education, it is to examine the learner’s
interaction process within a certain context or event. Data is collected by examining
individuals and their behaviour whilst interacting at the research site (Creswell, 2013, p.
95). In other words, what the user is saying and doing.

As for the participant observation, the majority of the data-collection has relied on
this category. Since emotional needs are the most highly valued in services and can
cause loyalty (Almquist, 2016, p. 08), “roleplay” as a method can have the researcher
acquire an in depth psychological impression of how the user “feels” (Lewis-Beck, 2004
p. 976; Stickdorn, 2018, p. 204). Thus, this radical approach was needed in order for me
to simulate — step into the shoes of the individuals — and explore the narrative of
engagement from the perspective of the archetype, experiencing emotional details that
are otherwise overlooked (Stickdorn, 2012, p. 204). For example, role-play enhances
engagement in education, when used to simulate real-life problems, emotions are
significantly elevated (Hewson, 2018; Wolfe, 2006).

A narrative — short stories expressed at the very moments of each interaction —
has been chosen because it focuses on the individual's experience (Creswell, 2013, p.
70). Shedding light on identity, personality and behaviour, a narrative can be a
chronological story intended as a “performance” (Creswell, 2013, p. 71). Hence, two
individual personas with opposing psychographic characteristics have been placed
under observation. Through text and imagery, documentation is conducted in
chronological order. The narrative temporal changes are captured through the “Thinking
Aloud” protocol, which is a technique developed to identify problems within HCI (Lewis,
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C., 1982). This protocol is particularly useful because it focuses on the very initial
behavioural actions and the psychological aspects of the persona. Thus, before I would
have the chance to allow my personal conditioned behaviour to take over, the Thinking
Aloud protocol allowed me to document the initial thoughts according to the
characteristics I was personifying (e.g, Cherry, 2019).

Note, from this time forward, “persona” will refer to the role-play enactment of the
two individual cases. As I analyse the narrative of the cases, I am completely detached
from the two personas I once enacted; thus, personas will be referred to as a third
person, and their narratives are analysed objectively without any association to my
personal beliefs or values. Therefore, even though the stories have been personally
formulated, the narrative type is not “autoethnography" since the social identity and
consciousness was placed into the character’s beliefs and not the self. Hence, the
narrative type is rather “biographical" because it depicts the behaviour and needs of
other individuals.
5.3

Participants
● Participation is categorised into two groups: customer and service provider.

Group One: Customer
This group focuses on the user. Literature research was conducted to
purposefully sample the most appropriate traveller archetype in perspective of the
research objectives and principles. Service design tools were applied to obtain an
ethnographic background of the two archetypes in question. A pesona is an individual
that represents an archetype group. I have assumed the role of each persona, referred
to as participant observation. Process of role-play starts with highlighting the
psychographic characteristics of the archetype; consequently, it formulates the
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personified character and simulates role-play in real-life traveling journeys. A multiple
case study places the two characters into similar airport tasks and door-to-door digital
service activities. Additionally, contextual and Skype interviews were further conducted
on two actual travellers, each resembling one of the archetype groups.

Contextual interviews are set within the vicinity of airports. The casting process
aimed to find the closest resemblance to the psychographic characteristics of the
sampled personas. Note, the two actual travellers are not the sample or subjects of the
case studies; they are part of the archetype background research that has established
parts of the persona charetstics. The major background of the personas are adopted
through literature review. Customer interviews were further aimed at obtaining
information for opportunity points and solutions.

Casting process: firstly, Raul who reflects the explorer archetype and the main
representative case study was interviewed twice. Raul was chosen because of a
comment he had left on a Google Maps destination, a location frequented by explorer
travellers in Lapland. Raul’s online photos were typical of such archetypes. Therefore, I
established communication through the public comment section. I posted my email for
further private communication; arrangements were made to meet at Helsinki Airport
arrival hall. The second interview with Raul was conducted through a skype video call.

Secondly, the subordinate case study focuses on the business traveller.
“Matchmaking @ ITS World Congress Copenhagen'' is an online business platform
dedicated for users to network and grow their business (B2B Matchmaking, 2018).
Through this platform, I had the ability to search for user profiles and request a face to
face meeting. By reading the general biography descriptions of the users, I was able to
narrow down several candidates matching the characteristics of the business traveller.
Over the course of three days, I met with multiple candidates. As a result, Nichlas, a
business traveler from Denmark was chosen for a contextual interview. He is a frequent
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business traveller who resembles the same characteristics established in the literature
review; his participation added further structure to the personification of the business
traveller archetype. Therefore, by utilising the data collected from the above participants
and incorporating it with the literature fieldwork, the two persona characteristics have
been anchored. These characteristics are the foundation of the roleplay method.

Group Two: Service Provider
In regards to Helsinki Airport (HEL) digital service management, through a series
of email exchanges with Finava, two keyfiguer candidates were suggested according to
the study’s objectives. In order to create a service, transactions will take place in both
frontstage and backstage (Stickdorn, 2018, p. 53). Frontstage is the immediate
environment from which the user interacts with. Backstage is the digital operation of the
system, away from the vicinity of the user. For the forngstage, HEL Customer
Experience and Relationship manager Ilkka Kinnari was contextually interviewed
throughout the airport’s SST facilities. For the backstage, Matti Lehto, Head Of
Operations And Digitisation at Finavia Corporation was interviewed by email, discussing
HEL future developments and digital transformation.

Nichlas is a consultant for MaaS data merger and integration. He was
interviewed face to face in regards to data communication and MaaS for aviation
journeys (e.g., MaaS Alliance, 2019). His company employs over fifteen thousand
people, a global service that provides data for MaaS purposes. Their customers are
usually governments and large private transport companies. The company currently
runs large-scale operational projects within the nordic region. His practical knowledge in
MaaS added an empirical reference to the door-to-door concept of the case studies.
Note, Nichlas had also participated in the customer group. He was part of the
business-traveler background research. Thus, his interview was conducted for two
purposes.
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5.3.1

The Psychographic Profile: Personification of an
Archetype

Essentially, each archetype has a different mind-set that drives it to engage with
a service (Grönroos, 2008). Hence, it is necessary to measure the quality of service
interactions from a behavioural point of view — reason of interaction. A psychographic
approach is when individuals are qualitatively observed according to behaviour and
attitude rather than demographically (Saunders, 2016; Zins, 1998). Namely, this
approach can customise the context to create user engagement (Claffey, 2019).
Equivalently, in order to create emotional engagement in learning, a personal link must
be established: “personal knowledge was central to the formation of positive
relationships” (Cooper, 2011, p. 104).

Therefore, the DesİQual model is designed to evaluate well-being and offer
solutions. Accordingly, a multiple case approach observes two different programmes
within the same case boundaries. Firstly, during a conceptualised air and ground
door-to-door journey, interactions of the two personas are documented in accordance to
the narrative approach. Secondly, personas will refrain from intentionally seeking the
assistance of live-human-agents.

5.3.2

Introducing Akí The Explorer

For the main representative case, the major characteristics of Akí are inspired
from an archetype that has been identified during my involvement with the Technical
Research Centre of Finland (VTT), department of Intelligent Transport Systems and
Mobility Services. A workshop had established five different archetypes based on their
behavioural and transportation needs. The workshop provided details and visual
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examples such as the typical attire of the explorer archetype; however, results can not
be directly disclosed for confidentiality purposes. Nevertheless, for the same founded
archetypes a sequential study by VTT was developed to investigate possible service
solutions according to their psychographic behaviour (Pihlajamaa, 2018). The explorer
archetype has been sampled from the above workshop and further developed through
independent literature fieldwork (e.g., Figueroa, 2019; King, 2019; Waugh, 2019;
Weaver, 2009).

For the explorer, travel is not always taken for the purpose of transportation. It is
sometimes motivated by wanderlust: an urge to learn beyond the familiar surroundings.
Desitiona In Motion is influenced by the following verse "If travel is searching, and home
has been found, I'm not stopping. I'm going hunting" (Björk, 1997). The explorer is a
growing segment group of individual travellers (Waugh, 2019; Weaver, 2009). During
the journey, this archetype searches for uncommon experiences — events where local
customs and traditions are expressed (Pihlajamaa, 2018, p. 06). Namely, within a series
of spontaneous journeys, explorers hunt for unique and joyful memories (Lee, I., 2018).
Memories that have captured their emotions become their home. But, they are not
stopping there. Explorers will continue to hunt for such experiences each time they step
out of the door. Hence, the element of discovering new societies and establishing a
deeper connection to forieng worlds is of extreme value to such archetypes.

Interviews with Raul were conducted to validate the workshop findings and
literature review. The following has been confirmed: 1- The explorer can be an
individual that projects high interest in social interactions, affiliation with forgein groups,
unique experiences, and special artifacts. 2- These types of travellers like to plan their
journey on the go; thus, they value flexibility. See Akí’s storyboard (Appendix 3).
Compared to live-human interactions, it is hypothesised that SST offers inadequate
social and emotional values for such travellers; hence, the purpose of sampling the
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explorer is to discover the perception of service quality when highly seeked values are
possibly unfulfilled.

5.3.3

Introducing Philip The Business Savvy

For the subordinate case, sampling the individual was set on attributes that
would contradict the psychographic behaviour of Akí The Explorer. “The Business
Savvy'' values time more than any other travelling archetype (State of Business, 2016).
Needs of this archetype are mainly geared towards functional and reductional values
rather than emotional, social, or forieng-group affiliation. See Philip’s storyboard
(Appendix 3). This approach has been chosen to provide a comparative platform (Cole,
1981), offering a cross-case comparison that can be analysed in relation to the
representative case (Creswell, 2013, p.101).
5.3.4

Ethics

Before the data collection process, all participants were thoroughly informed of
the purpose and nature of the study. Participants have consented to use the provided
data for the purpose of this research. Agreements have been documented through
email conversations and chat logs. All have agreed to disclose their names, titles and
affiliation except for Nichlas who chose for his last name and company affiliation to be
concealed. Note, according to airport management, photo and video documentation is
allowed for personal use at HEL and Copenhagen Airport (CPH). Nonetheless, airport
management and the respective airline companies were notified by email and verbally
about the nature of the research, e.g., visual documentation. Permission was granted;
visual data was majorly used in storyboards. Any photos with recognisable facial
features have been concealed.
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5.4

Data-Collection Procedure
Intent of the research design is to explore psychographic behaviour and its effect

on the perception of well-being. Thus, emotional engagement, type of value, and the
amount of values are explored throughout the conceptual MaaS journey. Consequently,
it is to understand which of the above reflects a higher likelihood of service quality
perceptions. Research design aims to investigate whether the analysed level of
emotional engagement or the amount of values lead to digital well-being. Data collection
started in June of 2017 and ended in April of 2019.

The case study method has been adopted because of its advantages: acquiring
an in-depth understanding of psychological manners that affect the individual’s identity
(Creswell, 2013, p. 97). Moreover, in order to cross-examine the different perspectives
of well-being, a collective approach of multiple cases studies has been chosen. The
programme of both cases is set within boundaries of HEL airport. Arriving and departing
from an airport requires multiple journeys and touchpoint interactions; thus, the
boundary is multi sited. It involves transitioning to physical stages beyond the airport’s
premises. Both cases demonstrate a real-life event; nevertheless, an “intrinsic” theme
(Creswell, 2013, p. 98) will be carried out: the personas will refrain from interactions with
live-human-agents. In service design, an intrinsic technique is referred to as “What If …“
(see Appendix 2: What If …).
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5.4.1

Service Design Process
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Say 

Do

Feel

Figure 12: To offer a dynamic overview of the journey and a multidimensional
perspective, the five steps of data collection include three major categories: what the
user is saying, doing, and feeling (Sanders, 2002). These steps are designed to explore
value and service engagement, offering opportunity points and presenting a preliminary
roadmap to future services.

In particular, the service design tool of roleplay has allowed me to “feel” a deeper
connection with the customer and the service environment. This radical approach was
needed in order for me to emotionally witness well-being from the user’s perspective.
Consequently, “storyboards” represent the narrative of roleplay (Miettinen, 2009 p. 23).
Namely, storyboards are designed to evoke emotional response from the reader “the
story serves as a starting point for the emergence of feelings” (Dessart, 2019, p. 193).
Thus, step 04 (Figure 12) was extensively performed and took the longest to prepare
and achieve. Inevitably, step 05 is the analysed outcome of all previous steps.
5.4.2

Case Context and Boundaries

Narratives of the storyboards were collected during a multiple case study
approach. During the day of travel through HEL, each case follows the traveller within
the boundaries of five sites (physical stages). These sites represent interactions of the
service environment. Within-case followed by cross-case analysis are used to examine
the persona’s perspective of well-being (Creswell, 2013, p. 100). Each case
demonstrates an arrival and departure journey process. Namely, the door-to-door MaaS
experience ends and starts from a ground location in Finland, proceeds through HEL,
and onto the aircraft cabin experience. Akí interacts with the following: 1- HEL service
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environments and SST services from SAS airlines. 2- Helsinki’s HSL Reittiopas for local
transport. 3- VR intercity train services for national transport. Philip interacts with the
following: HEL service environments and SST services from Finnair airlines.
2- Helsinki’s HSL Reittiopas for local transport. The boundaries are divided into five
physical stages (figure 13). Both cases represent stages that are linked to the dynamics
of HEL digital services. Other originating and destination airports are not part of the
case boundary. Results will illustrate the different types of SST interactions pertaining to
each of the stages: service channel touchpoints.

Figure 13: Boundaries. Case boundaries are represented in a circular motion to
indicate the interlinked stages of aviation travel.
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5.5

Analysis Procedure
In general, the goal of the analysis is to visualise the following: process of the

journey, digital interactions, psychographic behaviour, needs, and values. The theme
focuses on how the above can be achieved if digital assistants were explicitly used
without seeking human assistance. Hence, features of SST service environment and
the effect it has on well-being is analysed. Results will demonstrate quality perception
according to the number of value elements (Almquist, 2016) and levels of dramatic
engagement (Stickdorn, 2018, p. 48). The respective opportunity solutions are matched
to the service gaps of each individual case. And finally, well-being is analysed according
to the psychographic needs, e.i., which persona will perceive the service with higher
quality. To achieve the above, a series of three steps will be performed.
Step 1
Post-it speech-bubbles and visuals were used to illustrate the storyboard
narratives. From each storyboard, the analysed within-case data output will be visually
represented through a journey experience map (Stickdorn, 2018; p. 43). Each map
represents one case study and its thematic tensions. Hence, pertaining to each
persona, analysis interprets behaviour “narrative” in relationship to the context “events”.
In this step, analysis aims to “define” the journey process, SST features, user’s
behaviour during the journey, and obstacles (e.g, Design Council, 2015).

Accordingly, storyboard narratives (texts and photos) are analysed by ATLAS.ti
software. Each of the five physical stages is analysed separately and then linked to
formulate the within-case analysis, i.e., experience map. The storyboard is analysed
through two major categories: customer needs and emotional engagement.
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1- In the category of customer needs, subcategories include functional,
emotional, life-changing, and social impact values. These subcategories
reflect the research principles “analysis theme” and place tension on
well-being. The type and amount of value elements each persona collects
is noted.

2- In the category of emotional engagement, three subcategories are
created. Two of these subcategories involve emotional high and low points
(delight versus pain points). The third one will specifically target any direct
empathic interactions. This reflects the customer’s learning experience
during the service. The well-being theme tension is placed on the
following: 1- Understanding the passenger’s unique emotional situation at
times of need. 2- offering solutions whilst keeping the customer’s
emotional state at heart. Thus, for each service stage, results of the
emotional engagement category will formulate a visual arch. This arch can
also be interpreted as the rhythm of the service.
Step 2
Depending on results from the previous step — where gaps and obstacles have
been defined — analysis of the second step focuses on opportunity points and
solutions. Data collected from the customer and provider groups, and findings from the
literature fieldwork, are sources for potential solutions. Hence, the category of
opportunity points will be created by processing the entire data of this research. By
concluding Step 2, two experience journey maps pertaining to each persona will be
completed.
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Step 3
Finally, to determine which archetype is likely to perceive the journey with higher
quality and satisfaction, a cross-case analysis will examine the level of emotional
engagement and the amount of value elements in each individual case. This step is
designed to provide key knowledge in concern to the primary research inquiry.
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6

Analysis
In regards to the major finding, the emotional engagement score is the only

reflection that has echoed the predominant nature of the two case narratives, resonating
that “the emotion of the occasion” is what governs customer satisfaction (Lashley,
2005). On the other hand, the number of values collected in the categories of functional
and emotional needs have not indicated the general storyline of the case narratives.
Thus, to provide a high number of values, as suggested by Almquist (2016, Figure 9),
may not be the only answer to customer satisfaction. Both cases demonstrate that it is
the quality of emotional engagement in services that can lead to digital well-being.
Nevertheless, specific stages that offered higher positive engagement were also the
stages where value-in-use was higher. This indicates that emotional engagement and
value creation are correlated.

Through each digital channel (touch point), this chapter will present the type and
number of values that have been collected by Akí and Philip. Individual analysis
consists of a dedicated experience map for each of the above personas. Cross-case
analysis dissects and compares the personas’ collection of values: functional, emotional
and life-changing. Finally, the personas’ emotional engagement is also cross analysed.
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6.1

Touch Point By Channel

Figure 14: Touch Point By Channel. Helsinki Airport. User’s SST interaction points.
Touchpoints are identified as SST digital channels. Four categories of digital
services are offered throughout the door-to-door MaaS journey. More than any other
category, the portable nature of mobile devices allow assistant channels to be
applicable in almost every stage of the journey. However, during the in-flight
experience, such a channel becomes extremely limited. For example, the functional and
rather fundamental need of booking ground-transportation is inaccessible due to limited
onboard internet accessibility and reliability.
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6.2

Within Case Individual Analysis: Experience Map
Experience maps (figures 15 & 16) are a result of an extensive narrative and

visual analysis scheme that has been conducted through Atlas.Ti software. The “guiding
principles” of the map are extracted from the background and framework chapters. The
following sections of the map pertain to the individual-case analysis: stages, SST role,
doing/value-in-use, emotional engagement, thinking, and feeling. Finally, by identifying
service gaps, opportunities are accordingly presented.
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↑ Figure 15: Akí The Explorer Experience Map (page, 68).
↑ Figure 16: Philip The Business Savvy Experience Map (page, 69).
Quality of emotional engagement governs value-creation (Cooper, 2011;
Heinonen, 2018). In the stage Airport To Plane, both Akí and Philip recorded the highest
amount of values compared to any other stage. In that same stage, Akí also witnessed
the highest amount of positive engagement, with five high markers indicating maximum
positive engagement. As for Philip, his emotional level at that stage was the second
highest in terms of positive engagement. This indicates that when analysing each stage
separately, there is a correlation between positive engagement and the amount of
values. See value-in-use and emotional engagement (figure 15 & 16).
6.3

Cross-Case Analysis

The following tables are a breakdown of value-in-use and emotional
engagement. For each persona, it visualises and compares the element of value as well
as the quality of emotional engagement. Cross-case analysis indicates that digital
well-being is determined by the quality of engagement.
6.3.1

Functional Needs ↓
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↑ Figure 17: Functional Needs Score. Akí: Σ= 47. Philip: Σ= 48.
Emotional engagement is correlated with value creation, and time plays a factor
in the amount of values experienced. In Akí’s case, the lengthiest two stages have been
Airport To Door and Door To Airport. Unlike Philip, Akí’s ground transportation included
an intercity train experience that took about fifteen hours, whereas Philip’s ground
transportation took less than one hour. This is because Philip’s accommodation was
within the local area of the airport. On the other hand, Philip’s inflight experience took
over ten hours, whereas Akí spent less than two hours at the inflight stage. Thus, the
tables of functional and emotional needs indicate two correlations. Similar to the
analysis of the experience maps, the most significant correlation indicates that the
amount of value creation is linked to the quality of emotional engagement. Positive
emotional engagement yields to a higher number of values, whereas negative emotional
engagement yields to a lower number of values. The second correlation is associated
with time. Even though the time factor was not precisely observed throughout the two
cases, the general view indicates that the more time spent at a service environment the
more likely for values to be created. Nevertheless, the time factor does not insure
positive emotional engagement. For example, at the Airport To Door stage, Akí’s
storyboard narrative was generally unsatisfactory. A flight delay had caused him to
arrive late; he was unable to catch his booked VR intercity train. The train ticket was
automatically canceled requiring him to purchase a new one. The trickling effect of the
flight delay caused him to wait over three hours for the next train to arrive. Therefore,
even though Philip’s narrative at the Airport To Door stage was more satisfactory, Akí
was still able to collect five extra value elements compared to Philip. This indicates that
the duration of engagement is an additional factor that must be taken into account.
6.3.2

Emotional Needs ↓
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↑ Figure 18: Emotional Needs Score. Akí: Σ= 30. Philip: Σ= 23.
Generally, the nature of the narrative does not correlate with the amount of
values. According to Akí’s narrative, he experiences numerous mishaps and
dissatisfaction. In three of the stages, he experiences extreme pain points (negative
engagement) on multiple accounts. To the contrary, Philip does not experience any
extreme pain points at any of the stages. In other words, Philip’s narrative indicates
higher satisfaction stories than Akí. Accordingly, it was predicted that Akí’s “emotional
need values” would score significantly lower than that of Philip’s. However, in (figure
18) this prediction is contradicted, with Akí significantly leading a higher number of
emotional values. Hence, similar to the Functional Needs category the amount of
emotional values has not reflected the general narrative of the two cases.

Note, emotional needs (values) are not to be confused with the emotional
engagement (dramatic arch). Providing emotional needs is when the customer and
service provider are able to exchange elements of emotional values (Almquist, 2016).
Any values, emotional or otherwise, collected during a service will possibly reflect
towards service quality perception. Emotional engagement on the other hand, is the
tempo and rhythm of a service that has supposedly been designed by the provider
(Stickdorn, 2018, p. 48). This rhythm is also affected by the interactions of each
customer’s unique circumstances. Thus, emotional engagement is an arch that
represents how the customer “feels” towards the service interaction and can vary
between high and low, i.e., pain versus delight points.
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6.3.3

Life-Changing Needs

Figure 19: Life-changing Needs Score. Akí: Σ= 1. Philip: Σ= 1.
In relation to the quality of emotional engagement, no correlation has been
observed in the category of Life-changing Needs. Notebly, values within this category
are more difficult to achieve and are more significant than the previous need categories.
Akí received the “motivation” value at a stage where negative engagement was
experienced (missing his train). Due to a direct communication feature within the VR
mobile application, Customer Relationship Management (CRM) was able to mitigate the
negative experience of the user, leading engagement levels to improve. When a
communication channel is created at times of “mental block” and anxiety (Krashen,
1981), empathy through a naturally perceived conversation (Cooper, 2011; Kock, 2005),
can motivate the users and lead to well-being. According to Marino (2018) “emotional
engagement dimension has an effect on the behavior-based CRM performance”. In
contrast, Philip's “affiliation” and sense of loyalty was experienced during an
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exceptionally positive engagement. Hence, life-changing values can occur during both
positive and negative engagements.

Figure 20: Summary of all values combined. Akí: Σ= 78. Philip: Σ= 72.

Regarding the relationship between the narratives and the experience maps,
Akí’s narrative was faced with more disappointments than Philip’s. However, contrary to
predilection, Akí managed to collect a higher overall value score than Phlilip’s —
despite Philip’s superior emotional engagement. This negates the statement “more is
clearly better” which emphasises that the more values customers experience the more
likely they are to perceive the service with satisfaction (Almquist, 2016, p. 06-08). For
the Helsinki Airport door-to-door MaaS journey, the cross-case analysis indicates that
the number of values created is not an indication to customer satisfaction.
6.3.4

Emotional Engagement

Score of service engagement (figure 21) is the final outcome of the emotional
experience: engagement quality. Namely, a customer might interact with numerous
engagement points along the service; it does not indicate a higher chance of quality
perception because negative interactions (blue bars) will compromise positive
interactions (red bars). Hence, even though Akí’s engagement is longer, with more
marker points than Phlip’s, the validated overall score (Σ) indicates a higher satisfaction
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result towards Philip. Thus, positive engagement can also be achieved when
touchpoints are minimal. Most significantly, in comparison to the amount of overall
values, the emotional engagement score seems to be more inline with the general
nature of the narrative.

😄

😊

😒

Figure 21: Emotional Engagement. Four levels of engagement in each physical stage.
Top marker:
ultra delight point. Second marker:
delight point. Third marker:
pain point. Bottom marker:
extreme pain point. Blue line-plot pertains to Akí. Orange
line-plot pertains to Phlip.

😣

Akí encountered thirty emotional interaction points. Philip encountered twenty two
emotional interaction points. The following is the final score of engagement: Akí Σ= 8,
Philip Σ= 12. Philip’s final score is an indication that his perceived quality of
engagement is significantly higher than Akí’s.
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7

Discussion
In the wake of a technological evolution and transformation in the aviation

industry (ACI, 2017; Gheorghe, 2016), user experience has been saturating with digital
transactions in every step of the journey, whilst live-human-agent assistants have been
reduced in retrospect. The values a customer is expected to receive seem to be limited
to “reduction values” i.e, time, cost, hassle, effort, and risk (Almquist, 2016). Even
though these featured values offer benefits of organising an otherwise complicated and
costly process (Almquist, 2016), allowing more profit to the service-provider, to the
explorer archetype however, the switch from human-agents to digital-agents has
changed the social fabric of traveling.
7.1

Elements of Value: Needs
Results have indicated a strong direction towards the provision of functional

needs over any other in aviation. Functional values are almost one fold superior to the
emotional ones. And as expected, life-changing values recorded a mere fraction in
comparison to other need categories. In general, the MaaS door-to-door concept seems
to lack emotional engagement principles, e.g., “how empathy supports values,
engagement and achievement” (Cooper, 2011, p. 121). Customers are lured into
aviation services that offer the largest amount of functional values. In the short-term,
this might seem more rewarding (e.g, Almquist, 2016), and airline companies that are
unable to match such funcional values are likely to fail in the market. Nevertheless,
functional values alone are unable to solve all problems during the moment of truth. In
the long-term, the lack of emotional engagement strategies — unfulfilled criteria of
emotional engagement and learning achievement — might gradually diminish customer
loyalty, jeopardising the survival of the company. Digital services must exhibit positive
levels of emotional engagement to a wider variety of archetypes to ensure customer
well-being and service satisfaction (Claffey, 2019; Gheorghe, 2013).
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7.2

Emotional Engagement: Satisfaction and Loyalty
What separates one door-to-door experience from another can be the amount of

emotional and life-changing elements one may collect. Nevertheless, in consideration to
the general nature of the service experience, the amount of values are still not an
indication of satisfaction or that loyalty has been achieved. It was expected that the
more a company is able to inject value elements within the service, the more likely the
service would be perceived positively (Almquist, 2016, p. 08). This study finds
otherwise. In Philip’s case, the narrative reflected an outstanding level of satisfaction in
almost every stage of the journey. Nonetheless, the total amount of values received by
Philip was lower in comparison to its counterpart. On the other hand, Philip’s emotional
engagement score was singifncialy higher than the representative case. Namely, the
only analysis that has interpreted the cause of service quality perception is the
engagement score. As a result, designing a rhythm where a service is able to “wow,
boom and ahh” the customer (Stickdorn, 2018), will encourage emotional engagement
and enhance perception of quality.

Therefore, emotional engagement is a strong indicator to quality perception and
goes beyond pleasing a single individual. Boeing is the world’s leader as a
manufacturer of commercial aircrafts (Boeing, 2019). In an email conversation about
customer behaviour, Rachelle N. Ornan, Director of Cabin Experience Research and
Airplane Product Development at Boeing, mentions to me something that stood out from
all the other information, something that would make me change the way I think of
digital well-being. When I asked her about how she feels towards digital transformation
controlling many aspects of our daily lives, she replied: “People will remember how you
make them feel. Automated machines with no human touch… right now it's certainly not
very inspired” (R.N. Ornan, personal communication, 04, April, 2017). This seems to be
inline with how the emotional engagement score is the truest form of reflection to quality
perception. How a customer “feels” towards a service is the strongest indication to
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customer loyalty and resonates beyond the individual effect. For example, emotional
contagion is when the level of engagement is reciprocated between the buyer and
seller. This encourages co-creation and learning where the criteria of emotional
engagement is fulfilled; thus, its effects can resonate to the surrounding environment
and positively influence other groups of customers (Hatfield, 1993). The individual's
emotional state of mind during the moment of truth is a major cause of quality
perception. Services that demonstrate this type of engagement can lead to well-being
and loyalty.

The most consistent and positive engagement was recorded at Phlip’s Finnair
inflight stage. The cabin experience demonstrated the highest amount of human-agent
interactions in comparison to other stages. Such interactions were obviously aimed for
maximum quality perception. Similar to other stages, the persona did not seek the
attention or assistance of any human agent. Nevertheless, amongst the five journey
stages, this is the one stage that significantly created a heightened relationship between
the customer and service environment. In particular, because of the personalised
human interaction — recognising the customer's unique identity — the emotional
engagement criteria of curiosity, and environmental adaptation were quickly witnessed
by Philip. The positively perceived spatial environment eliminated anxiety which
motivated well-being and engagement (Krashen, 1981; Stamps, 2009). Consequently,
this led to a sense of environmental mastery (Ryff, 1995). Hence, even though Philip’s
primary needs are easily achieved by technology, the service performance “moment of
truth” (Grönroos, 1984), rendered more benefits when human-agent interaction was in
motion. The significance of the inflight stage is also noted because it is where Philip
experiences his “group affiliation” value, which ranks as one of the highest types of
values to have been reached in this study. Moreover, results indicate that similar to
what has been claimed in the Elements of Values, companies that have spiked with the
provision of “emotional needs'' have attained more loyal customers than those who
were only able to provide “functional needs” (Almquist, 2016, p. 6). Philip’s inflight
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experience, where the life-changing value of affiliation and belonging was witnessed, is
also one of the highest stages in terms of emotional values. Concerning an airline
company, the following can thusly be assumed: the quality of engagement within the
inflight cabin experience has caused Philip to become affiliated with the brand. Hence,
loyalty can be achieved when cabin service interactions are personalised and the
spatial environment provides an engaging and relaxing tempo.

It can be further speculated that when one stage of the journey offers high quality
interactions, other stages can be tolerated and positive “expected service” can be
achieved (Grönroos, 2007). When something is highly valued, “pain/strain/discomfort” is
endured (Cooper, 2011, p. 88); thus, when customers are happy, they invest resources,
money and “time” (Spurway, 2011). This tolerant attitude allows service providers more
prospect to mitigate problems as they arise.
The highly ranked “affiliation/belonging” value was created during Philip's inflight
stage. This stage also illustrates the highest quality of emotional engagement, leading
to the assumption of a correlation. But to the contrary, analysis of other stages from
both cases do not seem to back-up such an assumption. Namely, when taking the
entire door-to-door experience, there is no correlation that can link the type of value
obtained with the quality of emotional engagement.

For Helsinki Airport (HEL), previous studies have shown utmost satisfaction from
archetypes that belong to the business traveller (Finavia, 2018b). This seems to echo
the individual case findings of “Philip The Business Savvy”. Business travellers account
for almost one third of travellers using HEL. In a survey, resident business travellers
have rated HEL as the best airport in the world (Finavia, 2018b). Hence, it can be
concluded that the business traveller archetype is likely to perceive services through
HEL with higher quality. Well designed digital airport services provide many of the
functional values business travellers are seeking, and Finnair business class inflight
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experience provides additional benefits through live-human-agent interactions, creating
a positive thematic engagement rhythm (e.g., Seeker, 2016; Stickdorn, 2018, p. 48).

The spatial principle of this study has largely contributed to Philip’s quality of
engagement. The cabin spatial environment was designed in line with Stamp’s (2009)
foundation of positively perceived spaces, e.i., emphasise on width leads to a better
perception of space and comfort. Similarly, at Philip’s Airport to Plane stage, due to the
centralised placement of check-in machines — allowing more physical access and a
wider peripheral vision — positive spatial perception was also experienced at the SST
check-in area of HEL Terminal 2. For example, see Philip’s spatial perception at the
Inflight s tage and the Airport to Plane stage (Appendix 3).
7.3

Digital Well-Being: Mitigating a Negative Engagement
Akí was able to witness a highly ranked element of value in the life-changing

category. This “motivational value” was reached mainly because the persona was able
to feel valued through an empathic conversation that led to a learning experience.
Notebly, this value was witnessed when the customer was directly communicating with
a live-human-agent through a telephone call, a feature embedded within the digital
assistant application of VR intercity trains. The human-agent was able to motivate the
customer and give precise information at the exact time of critical need. Akí received
this highly appraised value-element at a stage where the emotional engagement was
mostly unfavourable. Through an empathic tone, the agent was able to reflect genuine
concern towards the customer's situation. In media studies, this can be interpreted as
the Media Naturalness effect: “human beings have been engineered by evolutionary
forces to communicate primarily in a co-located and synchronous manner, as well as
through facial expressions, body language, and speech” (Kock, 2005, p. 119). Media
with higher degrees of naturalness such as face-to-face and direct voice conversations
are preferred in electronic communications. Due to the natural course of
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human-evolution, communication is more trusted and the experience is more fulfilling
when customers experience naturalness. In this scenario, emotional engagement can
be mitigated, and customer frustration is more manageable.

In aviation, current AI chat-bots and digital assistants seem to lack complex but
pivotal “human” interactions. In comparison to natural-empathy provided by
human-agents, even though artificial empathy (AE) can add a layer of psychological
benefits in future digital interactions (Leite, 2013), customers are still likely to perceive
AE as less genuine (Feng, 2019). Nevertheless, studies have shown that when AI
robotic characters have presence on social-media and are subjected to the daily-lives of
people’s media interactions, public-awareness and engagement can be created (Zeller,
2019). Further speculating that the long-term effect of AI social presence can lead to
improved audience reception and the acceptance of information disclosure
(Savin-Baden, 2015, p, 311). However, in the present time, if the goal is to provide
well-being through communication, create psychographic personalisation, mitigate a
negative situation during a moment of need, human-agents pose a much higher degree
of effective service engagement compared to any other digital form.

In line with Ornan’s earlier statement concerning the “human-touch” for
inspirational services, human-agent communication allowed Akí’s emotional
engagement to improve in midst of negative circumstances. Without the human-touch, it
is doubtful that automated digital services would have been able to provide the same
level of empathy, mitigating Akí’s unique circumstances on the spot. Thus, especially in
stressful situations where time is of essence and the customer is experiencing a mental
block, it can be assumed that digital platforms offering a form of natural communication
are likely to provide higher levels of digital well-being.

In contrast to Philip’s experience, customers within Akí’s archetype are less likely
to perceive the HEL door-to-door concept with higher quality. Nevertheless, with more
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personalised and tailored services, the “explorer” archetype is a tremendous business
potential that can be won over. “Acquiring new customers is important, but retaining
them accelerates profitable growth” (Myler, 2016). Accordingly, reaching to satisfy
current customers is the first step. This can be achieved by the provider’s awareness of
each archtype’s unique travel needs. For example, Akí is a social learner; by creating
an enjoyable interactive learning atmosphere, emotional engagement can be achieved
and satisfaction is more probable (e.g, Kangas, 2017). Moreover, communication that
demonstrates empathy during the exact moment of need can achieve positive emotional
engagement (Cooper, 2011, p. 104). Hence, with improved services that are focused on
value-creation and proper marketing communication (Grönroos, 2009), such archetypes
can also be turned into loyal customers.
7.4

MaaS for Quality Perception
In order to bring the door-to-door MaaS concept into reality, data merger under

one centralised entity must first be attained. Nevertheless, it does not directly guarantee
an improved perception of quality. The data merger approach of airport and ground
traffic caters to the technical dimension of services (transporting the customer from
point A to point B). The technical dimension of a service is easily replicated amongst the
competition (Grönroos, 1984, p. 41). Hence, for MaaS transportation purposes, airport
management and airline companies that will accomplish the tedious task of data merger
will soon be replicated by other competitors. During the service-provider interview, this
was similarly echoed by Nichlas, stating that if Finnair decides to provide MaaS
capabilities through digital onboard services (inflight infotainment console), it will not be
long until rivals such as SAS follow lead. Regardless of his skeptical view on such a
strategy, he also mentions the following: ”but I definitely agree that there is a gap in air
to ground transportation where fixing it will increase the traveling experience”. For
example, in the door-to-door journey at HEL, choosing to connect a flight with an
intercity train has proved to be far more complicated in comparison to transit flight
connections, especially in midst of unforeseen circumstances such as flight delays.
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Even though current developments indicate that HEL is inevitably headed
towards air and ground data-transport-merger (Finavia, 2019b), if the aim is to increase
quality perception in the short run, the strategy of data merging does not seem to be
cost effective and will not yield immediate quality perception. In comparison, providing a
medium that offers naturalness communication through electronic touchpoints,
increasing human-agent interactions during critical periods such as air to ground
transportation, will possibly yield faster positive results.

Current airport digital transformation efforts, such as non-interactive facial
recognition check-ins, are perhaps focused on managing the influx of passenger traffic
rather than promoting emotional engagement. With such a transformation, which is
exclusively amplifying the functional values, it can be assumed that aviation services will
mirror each other, leaving less performance features to be distinguished. On the other
hand, in regards to the user’s emotional engagement and well-being, analysis indicates
more certainty towards the positive effects of human-agent interactions and naturalness
communication.
7.5

Experience Maps: Self-Evaluation for Media Education Research
This study has demonstrated engagement by visualising the emotional process

throughout the service journey: the experience map. The process of creating such maps
requires tedious manual input; however, maps shed light on important aspects of the
individual's psychosocial construction, allowing service gaps to be better assessed.
Emotional engagement is vital to any digital service that aims for well-being. Similarly, in
distance learning, the individual's well-being and learning achievement can occur when
users are able to identify their own psychographic and emotional attributes. Luckly,
current software technology allows easier access to construct an experience map. This
can simplify the process and allow effective self-evaluation, enhancing media research
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for distance learning services. For example, when users are asked to self-report media
exposure through conventional surveys, it can be difficult for them to remember details
of media interactions. Instead, they would use a “heuristics” process that may yield to
inaccurate evaluation (Valkenburg, 2013, p.5). A similar result may occur when students
of distance education are to evaluate digital media learning tools through surveys.
Moreover, survey methods are perhaps better suited for the average mean rather than
how each individual is affected by distance learning. On the other hand, with an
experience map software, students have been able to self-project a more personalised
evaluation (Micheaux, 2019), encompassing the dynamics of everyday life on the
emotional engagement of learning (Hewson, 2018). As a result, teachers and institute
personnel can confidently invest in innovative learning tools, effectively enhancing the
student's personal engagement and learning goals. Such an evaluation method might
seem radical; however, it is necessary to take these measures in the wake of a rapidly
changing learning environment.

Allowing students to self assess with a service design approach gives the
opportunity to create emotional intelligence and improve media literacy skills.
Self-evaluation through experience maps train users to identify the specific type of
emotions they are experiencing. With that comes better awareness to psychosocial
well-being and the assessment of personal problems. Consequently, when the user is
dynamically observed (saying, doing, feeling), media literacy and skill levels can be
forecasted, allowing media research to evaluate and offer empathic digital solutions
tailored to the individual’s unique circumstances.
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8

Limitations

8.1

Methodology
Combining Social-sciences research and service designs tools has posed

noticeable limitations. In terms of social science research design, the roleplay method
poses a limitation to the analysis approach that I have chosen. In social-science
technical terms, this would be considered as “ethnographic personal-observation” and
needs to be analysed according to an autoethnographic narrative. However, in my
experience with multiple service design workshops, it is common for the researcher to
take the role of the personified user to evidence the psychographic behaviour.
Therefore, even though service design tools are majorly developed from a social
science origin (Stickdorn, 2012, p. 102), when viewed from a social science research
perspective, roleplay poses contradictions to how analysis should be approached
(Creswell, 2013, p. 90). Namely, in social sciences, roleplay is an ethnographic
approach; in service design however, role-play is more fitting to be a “second-person
biographical” narrative approach. This can particularly cause confusion towards which
social science analyses should be acquired. Nevertheless, since this study stresses on
the emotional and empathic interactions of digital communication, as a researcher, it
was important for me to personally witness engagement from the archtype’s
psychological perspective (Lewis-Beck, 2004 p. 976). To provide an analysis procedure
that is more academically supported, I have decided to acquire a traditional social
science approach. Hence, documentation of roleplay (narrative of case study) was
analysed according to biographical narratives and case studies (Creswell, 2013).

The multiple-case approach has also caused obstacles to arise. An ideal
multiple-case study should impose similar if not identical boundaries, examined from
different perspectives (Creswell, 2013, p. 99); however, since the emphasis was to
follow two opposing customer archetypes, maintaining identical boundaries throughout
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the entire journey was challenging. If identical boundaries were to be maintained in all of
the stages, the persona psychographic impulses would have been jeopardised. In other
words, depending on the archetype, behaviour and plan preferences differ; thus, the
boundary has varied from one case to another. Nevertheless, Helsinki Airport, where
most digital interactions take place, remained to be the focal point of the two cases. In
this sense, adopting a multiple-case approach seemed to be the most viable approach.
8.2

Analysis
The duration of each stage interaction was not precisely taken into account. In

future observations, the time spent in each particular service environment (stage) will be
specifically taken into account. There is an assumed correlation between value-in-use
and the duration of the service stage. For example, Philip’s inflight values are drastically
higher than Akí’s. This can be due to the higher occurrences of service interactions at
Philip’s long-haul flight. He spent over ten hours onboard, as opposed to the one hour
and a half at Akí’s inflight stage. A lengthy service stage can be a chance to create
more values. Thus, multiple-case studies need to demonstrate similar time-frames for
more accurate cross analyses.
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9

Conclusion
Aviation digital services are packed with values that cater to the functional needs.

However, it is the level of emotional engagement that can predict well-being and the
perception of service quality. A service journey is a learning experience. Each individual
processes information differently. Therefore, learning outcomes must be individually
evaluated. Positive service engagement leads to the co-creation of values. Hence, with
proper service engagement, a wider variety of emotional and life-changing values can
be attained.

Throughout the consumption phase of a service, a moment of truth is when a
provider is able to facilitate optimum services tailored to the unique situation and
psychographic needs of a customer. The provision of service values is fundamental;
combining values and a positive level of service engagement optimises service
perception, i.e., loyalty. The most prominent pattern indicates that when emotional
engagement is at peak, a higher degree of values can be provided. Service quality
studies attempt to rationalise the amount of values as a determinant to satisfaction,
whereas results of this study point to a much more primitive reality: customer
satisfaction is a reaction to emotions that were experienced during service consumption.
In other words, people remember how the environment made them feel. Thus, to
maintain well-being, service environments must be ready to demonstrate natural
empathic interactions when negative engagement occurs.

In terms of improving quality perception of the door-to-door journey, the current
digital fragmentation of each stage creates a situation where service providers are
unable to facilitate effective solutions. This study shows how each journey stage is
interconnected and dependent on one another; however, ground and air transportation
data are currently unlinked. In the absence of a dedicated team that focuses on the
customers holistic journey and problem solving, customers find themselves having to
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communicate with multiple channels to mitigate the trickling effect of a problem caused
in earlier stages. For instance, this fragmentation can affect the service perception of
airport train services even if the problem was caused by the airline company.
Nonetheless, negative engagement can be reconciled if the digital assistant provides a
communication channel capable of demonstrating natural empathy. When customers
are allowed to express themselves naturally, levels of anxiety and mental block can be
reduced. This can turn a negative situation into a learning experience, improving service
engagement and Customer Relationship Management.

The destination might inspire the soul, but it is the motion that keeps it afloat.
Technology has conditioned most of us to view the traveling journey as a quick
instantaneous affair, as if the only reward to the journey is the destination. However, in
perspective to the nineteenth century poet Constantine Cavafy, the secret to reaching
the shores of the Greek island Ithaka is to enjoy the journey. The wisdom each island
has taught us — along the way — is the achievement. And if Ithaka has nothing to give,
then it is the motion that has given us the true reward.

Thus, attention to the emotions that lead to enjoyment can be the secret to
service quality. With digital transformation rapidly increasing in our daily lives,
technology must incorporate more than just reduction values. AI holds answers to future
solutions for digital well-being. It has proven its efficiency in providing functional
reduction values. With more targeted research, AI development can additionally focus
on the advancements of artificial empathy (AE) — enhancing the customer’s emotional
engagement with the digital service. Whilst the technical features of aviation are
constantly improving, the competition is placed on which company is able to provide the
best “enjoyment” during the journey: an experience that creates wisdom. In future
scenarios, when media naturnless communication is no longer an option, AI services
capable of reflecting the most acceptable AE interactions can possibly provide better
results to digital well-being.
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10 Recommendation
Incorporating the disciplines of media education and service design has been
demanding. However, by expanding the horizon of my research approach, I was able to
find answers to many limitations I have faced. This multidisciplinary process has
improved my critical skills, showing me the strengths and weaknesses of each approach
in my perspective. It has also paved the way towards my future PhD study plan. My
advice to students who are willing to take the challenge of a multidisciplinary approach
is to be a mediator between the respective departments. To employ “design thinking”
that can open up communication lines and co-creation between faculties. University
faculties are diverse; each has developed approaches that are well established.
Mediating between such faculties allows more opportunities of innovation and problem
solving, further developing methodologies and creating unity.

The concept of distance learning was combined with service quality studies,
providing a background to the travelling journey as a learning experience. The emerging
field of digital education can focus on the user’s personal attributes to create
engagement and learning achievements. Service design tools are versatile and can be
utilised in education. Future studies can exclusively focus on distance learning in
relationship to the student’s academic goals.

Typical of the archetypal approach, this study has primarily focused on the
behavioural, psychological and emotional aspects of the user. It has not addressed
segmentation through demographics, and it has not subjected actual travellers
throughout the case study. Future studies can employ quantitative measures to how
age, gender, and social status can also affect perception of quality. Such findings can
determine priorities to which archetypes and service gaps should be addressed.
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DesİQual is an experimental model; it aims to empirically evolve in each
sequential study. This research has applied the model to cases of consumer
behaviourism and engagement (e.g., Cooper, 2011; Zins, 1998). Thus, the model has
achieved the first stage of its potential credibility by targeting the functional dimension of
quality (service consumption). Nevertheless, to create a dynamic view of service quality,
it is recommended that researchers employ the “technical dimension” into the current
DesİQual model (Grönroos, 1984). Namely, matters such the door-to-door MaaS
concept can be better assessed when the technical dimension of service quality is also
included.
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Appendix
Appendix (1): Nonparticipant Observation
1- Helsinki Airport
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19o9cUtteJ1MjWWojLJfGG9YAuKege4Nazf
O5k_fJTEM/edit?usp=sharing.
2- During contextual Interviews
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yO7QVLp3_CJ5npIp78rDw9OzXgFin_qjM
1Tu15EkEoI/edit?usp=sharing
Appendix (2): Service Design Tool-Box

For an extensive look, starting with the earliest and elaborated in a semi
chronological order, the table below shows which specific tools have been used. The
Tool-Box was iteratively used during the following design stages: 1- To discover. 2- To
define problems and opportunities. 3- To test. (Design Council, 2015). This collection of
adopted methods (Miettinen, 2009; Stickdorn, 2012; 2018) has been purposefully
selected to provide the best possible qualitative data — in respect to the case study and
the narrative approach.
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Objectives
Principles
Purposeful Sampling

Service Design Tool
Definition
Literature Fieldwork

Application
Design stage
University of Lapland
online and physical Library.
Discover and aline.

Inquiries into SST.

Service Design Lab

See Appendix: Interviews
and Transcriptions.

University Of Lapland.
Remote conference
Align, discover and
interviews: service provider operotuny points.

SST interactions: in
preparation to design the
case study definitions.

Observation Fieldwork

Video interviews and
transcriptions.

Visual and discreet note
taking.
Functionality, efficiency
and aesthetic
representation of the
brand: physical attributes
of SST consoles, media
software and interface.

Service environment: HEL
and CPH Airports. Airport
train stations.
See Appendix (1):
Observation.

Discovery stage.
Digital Interactions for
customer needs.
Airport technology
transformation: what
equipment is available for
the customer, spatial
environment of airport
SST, airport train stations.

Benchmarking
To measure the quality
difference across a given
industry: policies, products,
programmes, and
strategies of peers are
examined and analysed to
understand how
high-performances have
been achieved.

Note and visual
documentation.
HEL check-in process, and
ground transportation have
been benchmarked against
CPH. CPH: competitive
services at the largest
airport in the Nordic region
in terms of passenger
capacity and direct flights
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(CPH, 2018).
Discovery stage.
Psychographic behaviour.

Personas

The archetypal approach:
unlike a segment e.g, a
group’s gender and age,
archetypes are described
in a ‘behavioural’ fashion
rather than statistical
highlights.

Persona profile: visualising
a sampled person who
represents an archetype.

See Appendix (3)

Archetypes: a set of
characteristics with needs
to achieve a particular goal
e.g, 1- Time-savers. 2Unique experience
seekers.

1- Akí The Explorer.
2- Philip The Business
Savvy.

This tool highlights the
psychographic behaviour
of the customer, acquiring
a better understanding of
their emotional needs.

Narrate the persona's
interactions, behaviour and
raw emotions during the
case study: Thinking Aloud
Protocol.

Probes

Definition of the case

A Day in the life

Data aims to visually
emphasise the personas’
appearance, goals, values
and concerns, in order to
appropriately enacte their
behaviour through case
study role-play. The visual
approach aims to generate
empathy and dialog
amongst readers and
viewers with the persona.
Persona narratives focus
on digital interactions
within travel service
enlevement.
Discover, Prototype and
test.

A mobile smart device is
the single most capable
Tools or artifacts: empower probe tool I have used. It
researchers and
has allowed me to probe
participants to document
the service environment
their experience along the and collect viable data
service process.
without disturbing the
service process flow.
“Individuals may be unable
to recall the details of
Photos, videos, audio
media exposure when
notes, text notes, GPS
asked in surveys and
journey tracking
probably use heuristics to
technology, record log of
formulate a response”
interview location and SST
(Valkenburg, 2013, p.5).
locations have all been
To combat such issues,
documented using a single
the Thinking Aloud protocol mobile device.
has been employed to
document the narrative
Discover, prototype and
and process of the case.
test.
Data merger for a MaaS
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study.
Each persona embarks on
multiple interactions within
the day of travel: using
digital channels for all five
stages of the case.
Case study theme:
discover customer needs
and values.
See Appendix (3)
Storyboards. Journey
details.
1- Akí The Explorer.
2- Philip The Business
Savvy.

What If …
Inquiry style: occasionally,
service design explores the
most outlandish scenarios
before they actually get
implemented into a
service. It is to save
companies from losing
resources and customers
before implementing a
possible faulty service.
Depicting future possible
scenarios by enactment.

system concept: combined
air and ground door to door
service experience.
Discovery and prototype.
Data collection: mobile
probe tools.
During the journey day,
what if SST and AI
assistants are the only
available entity to rely on.
Both case-studies restrict
the personas from
interacting with a
live-human-agent. The
entire journey is designed
to be completed through
SST machines and mobile
apps.
Discovery stage.

An empirical approach to
provide visual data of the
persona experience: pain
points and delight points.
Documenting the
narratives: state of mind,
sequence of journey as it
unfolds, unexpected
circumstances affecting
behaviour, and motivation.
To observe the operation
of existing services when
the “What If ...” intrinsic
theme is applied.
See Appendix (3):
Storyboards.

Storyboarding
Evidencing by visualising
service interactions in a
story-telling narrative style.
Storyboards can provoke
meaningful analysis:
discussions, problem
solving, offering
opportunities, and allowing
researchers to step into the
shoes of the customer.
Visual evidence allows the
reader an empathetic
connection with the
persona.

Personas have been
personally enacted.
Design-thinking and
user-profile visual schemes
have allowed me to
perform each interaction
based on the person’s
characteristics.
I was aware that I did not
have to maintain the
persona’s behaviour,
mannerism, or attire
beyond the day of the case
study; the emotions I
witnessed, however, were
very much psychologically
true (Lewis-Beck, 2004 p.
976); hence, the case
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narratives have been
entirely circumstantial.
Prototype and test.
Validating persona
psychographics:
environmental concerns,
spatial interaction, values
and micro moment needs.
SST emotional and
empathic interactions.
Collecting data from both
groups.
Customer group:
Contextual Interviews:
Nichlas
Raul
Service Provider group:
Contextual Interview:
Ilkka Kinnari

Contextual Interviews
A contextual interview
takes place in the same
environment where the
subject is interacting with a
service. The approach is
ethnographic by heart,
where pleasures, interests
and dissatisfaction are
expressed either at the
time of the interaction or
briefly thereafter; yet, it is
always focused on the
same physical location
where an interaction with a
given touchpoint is
happening.

Conventional Interview:
Matti Lehto
1- SST Interactions for
both the explorer and the
business archetype are
thoroughly observed.
2- Observe frequency of
interference from
live-human-agents e.g,
when digital assistance
fails.
3- Provide opportunity
points.

On site interviews: audio
and visual documentation
for both the customer and
service provider groups.
During the process, three
interviews took place in a
contextual foreground
manner: the interview
theme followed each
participant throughout the
process of service
interactions. Since some
interactions can be
lengthy, this strategy took
more time and effort than a
causal one on one
interview; thus, contextual
interviews are often about
an active event.
Discovery and
opportunities.

Direct Observation:
Shadowing

Discreet hand-writen digital
notes.

Without influencing the
participant to change their
behaviour during service
interactions, which can be
a side effect of contextual
interviews, shadowing, on
the other hand, is to
observe customers during
their most uninterrupted
state of mind.

Active observation was
carried: customer group.
For each touchpoint
channel (figure 14), the
user's perception on how
well SST was able to
complete tasks is taken
into account.
Discovering.

Validating persona
psychographics:

The Five WhyS

Online interviews: audio
and visual documentation.
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investigating possible
hidden problems.
Interviews and
Transcriptions.
1- Raul. The Explorer

A strategy of sequential
“why” questions that aim to The ‘WhyS’ strategy was
find the problem at its core. applied on Raul, an actual
traveller that reflects the
To highlight hidden
persona of the main
problems ordinary
perspective case. The
marketing research
‘WhyS’ dialog took place
methods, such as surveys during the post-experience
and questionnaires, might
period of Raul’s trip to
have missed.
Lapland. He had settled
back at his home in
To explore beyond the
Barcelona. A period of
surface: psychosocial
three weeks was given
attributes that can affect
between the time of Raul’s
the motivational drive of all contextual airport interview
stakeholders, which
and the ‘WhyS’ interview.
includes the main provider This was to allow the
and the customer.
participant adequate time
to reflect on his past
experience in coherent
depth.
Nonverbal facial
expressions were
particularly noted for
further behavioural insight
(Washburn, 2017). Raul
gave consent to analyse
the facial expressions of
the interview.
Discovery.

SST Interaction Principles:
in-depth psychological
connection. A deeper
observation of the
customer’s emotional
engagement.

Roleplay

Visualise the within-case
analysis: psychographic
needs.

Journey Experience
Maps

Narrative research:
Thinking Aloud protocol
During service interactions, and visual documentation
the researcher steps into
using a mobile device.
the shoes of the customer:
evoke realistic emotions
Prototype and test.
and psychological feelings.

A visual analysis of the

To each individual case,
data analysis produces two
journey maps: Akí and
Philip journey experience.
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Based on research
principles: 1- Customer
empathy and emotional
engagement. 2- Illustrating
potential solutions to
improve future services.

case studies.

See Analysis: 6.2 Within
Case Individual Analysis:
Experience Map

A visual representation of
the within-case analysis:
1- The analysis theme is
guided by the principles of
this research (see section
2.2).
2- Potential solutions and
opportunity points are
guided by literature review
and data collected by this
entire tool-box.
Defining and roadmap.

Appendix (3): Storyboards

1- Akí The Explorer
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10AavJNwQBS1qg8I1ivGJCmmAoJM8977k/view?
usp=sharing
2- Philip The Business Savvy
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LKj5A3QndqR96uNieqC67ldpEMUH3gjY/view?us
p=sharing
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